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New science lab to be named for Sen. McConnell
B Y KELLY RIC H ARDSON

Herald reporter
Don't just call it a lab. Now, it
has a name.
University administrators and
biology and engineering faculty
will gather at the new science
building at I :30 p.m. today to
name the structure's largest laboratory after U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
Engineering faculty decided
to honor McConnell because he
helped Western obtain about $2.3
million from the Department of

Education to buy equipment for
the Complex for Engineering
and Biological Sciences.
"Everyone in the building is a
beneficiary of this equipment,"
said Richard Bowker, the biolo•
gy department head.
The engineering faculty unanimously voted in January to
name the lab after McConnell,
said John Reis, the engineering
department head.
The lab will be called the
"McConnell
Integrated
Applications Laboratory."
President Gary Ran dell said

McConnell has helped Western
emerge as a nationally competitive univen.ity.
· During Ransdell's presidency,
McConnell has helped the school
receive $40 million in direct
funding. Ransdell said.
"It's because of that our faculty in those disciplines voted
unanimously to name the lab in
his honor, and because of that
I'm pleased to recommend as
much to Board of Regents." he
said.
The lab is the largest room in
the building and serves all three

engineering disciplines: electrical. civil and mechanical. It is the
capstone facility for engineering
student~. Reis ~id.
"Evcl)·thing we do builds to
what we do in that lab." he said.
With the money McConnell
secured, the departments bought
items such as microscopes. software packages and welding sets.
said Blaine Ferrell, the dean of
Ogden College.
"It has made it possible for us
to provide a world-class environment to teach engineering students the practice of engineer-

ing," Reis said.
They started buying equipment last summer and fall,
Bowker said.
"Our students have access to
what they'll be faced wiLh in the
real world after they graduate."
Ferrell said.
The new equipment also
helped in the accreditation of
the engineering program, he
said. The accreditation board
likes to see that the program is
supported.
Julie Adams, McConnell's
deputy press secretary, said

•

McConnell has earmarked a lot
of funding for Western.
"He has made it a priority to
help Kentucky's universities,"
she said.
Mc'Connell i!> expected to
atLend and speak during lhe ceremony tomorrow.
A sign for the lab will also be
unveiled. Ransdell said.
·'It's mainly a chance to show
appreciation and give proper
recognition:· he said.

Reach Kelly Richardson
at 11ews@wkuherald.co111

Sophomore drowns
trying to save friend
B Y SA M ANTHA H UPMAN

Herald reporter
Ryan Ladd was a _selfless
person.
"He always put other people
before himself," his older sister
Megan Ladd said. "He did what
he thought was right no matter
what anybody said about it."
Canmer sophomore Ryan
Ladd died during spring break in
St. Augustine, Fla., when he
drowned in an attempt to save his
friend from drowning at St.
Augustine Beach.
He was 19 years old.
Ladd was with two friends,
Joseph Robinson. 27. and Jeremy
Sexton, 18. visiting his father,
James, in St. Augustine.
Robinson and Sexton were not
listed as students in the directory.
After Ladd and his two friends
had been swimming in the ocean
on March 22, Ladd and Sexton
returned to the shore. But
Robinson was pulled out by
waves and shouted for help,
Sexton said.
Both Ladd and Sexton
attempted to rescue him. Then
Sexton went to get a lifeguard
while Ladd waited at the shore,
Sexton said.
When Sexton got back, Ladd
had returned to the water to take
another shot at saving his friend.

"I wanted so bad to do more,"
Sexton said.
When authorities responded to
the call at about I2: 15 p.m., lifeguards were able to rescue
Robinson, who told them Ladd
had been pulled into the water
also, said Capt. Daniel Power of
Lifeguard Operations in St. Johns
County. who was at the scene.
St. Johns County Sheriff's
Office, lifeguards, St. Augustine
Beach Police Department and St.
Johns County Fire Rescue
responded to the call, Power said.
Authorities searched for Ladd
and recovered his body around
2:45 p.m.. Power said.
Power said the likely caosc of
the incident was rip currents.
"It basically creates a river in
the sea," Power said. "It creates a
stronger current that takes you out
to sea."
The area where it happened
does not have a lifeguard tower
near it, Po\yer said.
Ladd's girlfriend, Daphne
Mathews, said the way he died
reflected the way he lived.
"He went down being who he
was;• she said.
The two had known each other
a year and had been dating for
four months.
'Tve never really seen

s
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Teacher evaluations
to be more accessible
BY

A MBER COULTE R

Herald reporter
Students will have access to
more information about professor availability and class structure next semester.
After an eight-year battle
with faculty members and
administrators, the Student
Government Association has
succeeded in making the results
of six faculty evaluation questions available to students.
Bob Cobb, director of the
Office
of
Institutional
Research, said profeval.com is
not accurate because it only
receives extreme opinions
about professors.
Profeval .com is the Web site
some students use to get information about professors from
other students' reviews.
The faculty evaluation questions, which w'ere produced by
SGA, did not have to be
approved by the Board of
Regents.
Student will be asked to rate
the following five statements
and provide their expected
grade in the class:
«vty professor was available
to meet with me when the pro-

fessor's assistance was needed.
.rhe instructor provided
feedback in a timely manner
regarding grades.
«vty professor was in the
classroom and ready to begin
cla!>s at the appointed hour.
«vty professor responded to
class questions in a timely manner by phone or e-mail.
.rhc recommended textbooks or prescribed material
was needed to fulfill requirements for the course.
SGA members reached an
agreement
with
Provost
Barbara Burch and University
Senate members on Monday to
have instructors administer the
questions and post the results
on TopNet.
SGA President Patti Johnson
said faculty and administrators
realized how important obtaining the open evaluation questions for students was to SGA.
"l think they finally realized
that student government is
devoted to this and that we are
willing to work for it,'' Johnson
said.
But some faculty members
li

E VALU ATIONS

Amber Sigman/ Herald
David "Doc" Livingston and John Cipolla record a CD during their duo jazz recital in the fine arts recital hall last night. ul
have to tell you, you are in the presence of a true legend,·· Wilson said about Livingston, a noted composer and musician
and a retired music professor.

Live jazz album recorded
B Y M ANDY M UL LI NS

Herald reporter
The musical compatibility of
David "Doc·· Livingston and
John Cipolla shined last night
during a free concert in the fine
arts recital hall.
The duo recorded the concert
to be released on a live jazz album.
The album will contain
songs from last night's performa11ce as well as songs performed
by Cipolla at a· previous concert
in Van Meter Auditorium, said
Jeff Smith, whc provided the
recording services.
Smith said the exact songs to
be included on the album as

well as the release date is yet to
be determined by Cipolla.
The recital hall was filled
with jazz music from the I920sl 940s by famous artists such as
Duke Ellington and George
Gershwin.
Livingston, a retired Western
professor, played the piano and
clarinet during the concert.
In the past. Livingston
played jazz saxophone with the
4th Air Corps Band in the Air
Force. He has also toured overseas and has performed with the
late
jazz
artist,
Louis
Armstrong.
Cipolla is an assistant professor of music at Western and

was awarded a Junior Faculty
Scholarship to allow for the
production of his CD.
He performs at Christmas
time in New York City with the
Radio City Music
Hall ·
Orchestra and has performed
with musicians such as Aretha
Franklin, Liza Minelli and Tony
Bennett.
The credibility of the artists
atLracted a large audience.
"I've always been a big fan
of jazz so it's nice to be able to
see accomplished performers
on campus,'' said Louisville
sophomore Jennifer Pickett.
Despite his accomplishments,
Cipolla said that the recording of

this CD is "probably the biggest
event of my life."
Cipolla hopes to display his
and Livingston's interpretations
of the music while adding their
own sense of style.
Although the concert was
rehearsed, the performers
included some of their own
improvisation.
Even the format of the show
was improvised.
"We 're really organized up
here." Livingston said jokingly
as the two discussed which
song to perform next and how
fast to play it.
SEE Jaz z

GE
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SGA president-elect making plans
BY

AMBER CouLTER

Herald reporter
Radclifif
junior
Katie
Dawson has already started
thinking about her plans for next
year as Student Government
Association president.
As summer vacation nears
and many students' minds tum
to white beaches and lazy afternoons, Dawson said she is planning to draw executive branch
members together during the
break to make plans for the

upcoming year.
tions with administrators that
Dawson, SGA executive vice she·s formed through years of
president,
defeated
work on university
Jackson senior Josh
comminees."
Collins. SGA Speaker of
Among her first
the Senate 1,268 to 472
task!>.
Dawson
votes.
said she wants to
SGA President Patti
focus on promotJohnson said she has coning a contested
fidence in Dawson's abilielection for the
ty to effectively lead the
three remaining
organization.
senate seats and
·•1 think she will do an
KATIE DAWSON
ensuring that the
excellent job,'' Johnson said.
senators know how to
''She has lot of very close rela- do their jobs.

Can't touch this

We've got gas

Tops drill KSU

Faculty cannot be sued if students are hurt on a school trip.
Page3A.

High gas prices are here to
stay, so fuel efficient cars arc in.
Page 6A.

Last night's game ended
early because the Toppers were
so far ahead. Page 12A.

Dawson possibly should
serve on the committee that will
evaluate the pilot program's
success. John!>on said.
She said Dawson also should
be active in the newly-formed
parking and transportation committee to make sure students'
voices are heard in the drastic
changes the committee will likely implement.
Dawson said she will work
hard to make the faculty
:,EE P RESIDE NT

GE IHI

Check the Web at www.
wkuhcrald.com for all the lat~t
Hilltopper news.
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Weather watch
Today

Friday

Saturday

By the numbers
Sunday

Average annual a mount of
rainfall, In feet, In t h e state of
Megbalava, India.

Monday

Percent of the Czech
Republic's fore11t11 affected by
acid rain.
,ource: g11i1111e.\.11rnrldrecord.1 .com

Day
► Crime Reports

Sidewalk: talk:

Reports
♦ Kalee E. Hayward. Patton Way. reported on March 16 her
parking permit !.tolen from her 1998 Mitsubishi Eclipse. The
value of the theft was $65.
♦ Gregory R. Simpson. Southwest Hall. reported on March
17 criminal mischief in the dorm.
♦ A female. EliLabeth Street. reported on March 17 harassment.
♦ Joseph R. Brunk. Bates-Runner Hall, reported on March
17 fraudulent use of his credit/debit card. The value of the theft
was $1,276.97.
♦ Rhoella L. Lansden. Nashville Road. reported on March
22 credit cards and identification cards stolen from her 2000
Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo and fraudulent use of her credit
cards. The value of the theft was $6,028.43.
♦ Ellen L. Suwanski. Diddle Arena. reported on March 25
a radio stolen from her office in Diddle. The value of the theft
was $35.
♦ Eri1'.a L. Meacham, Russellville. reported on March 28
her par1'.ing permit stolen from her 1997 Pontiac Sunbird. T he
value of the theft was $65.
♦ Jeff A. Goss. Crabtree Lane. reported on March 28 a
miter saw stolen from The Center of Research and
Development. The value of the theft was $515.

Arrests
♦ Gabriel Ian Clark. 1592 Wellington Way. was arrested on
March 18 for improper equipment. driving under the inOuence
of drugs or alcohol. possession of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia. He was released from the Warren County
Regional Jail the !,ame day on a $1,000 unsecured bond.
♦ Adam Bethel Taucher, Owensboro. was arrested on
March 25 for di1-,regarding a traffic control device. driving
under the innucnce of alcohol and pos!>ession of an open container. He was released from Warren County Regional Jail the
same day on a court order.
♦ A juvenile was arrested on March 26 for theft of $350
from an office in the Agriculture Expo Center.
♦ Juan Alfredo Ortez- Peralta. Scottsville Road. was arrested on March 26 for !,peeding, operating without a license and
driving under the innuence of alcohol. He was released from
the Warren County Regional Jail on March 28 on a $1,000
unsecured bond.

Carla DePoyster!Hera/d
Fort Campbell freshman M ichelle Bell and Owensboro freshman Tracy Jones advertise for the upcoming Black
Student Alliance event with sidewalk chalk around campus. Apollo will be held on Saturday night at the Downing
University Center Theater.

Due to a Herald error, the dates and location of the Herald's
printing history were incorrectly identified on Page 58 of the
March 17 issue.
The Herald was printed at the Bowling Green Daily News until
the spring of 1969. and the paper was printed by the Franklin

Favorite until 2002. The Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald corrects all conlirrnecl e rrors that
arc brought to reporter:-.' or editor:.' attention. Please call 745-6011 •
or 745-5044 to report a correction. or e-mail us at herald@wkuhcralcl.com
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USE YOUR
BIG RED CARD
TO PAYI

Senate addresses student liability
BY KELLY RICHARDSON

Herald reporter
Some faculty are voicing
concerns about liability issues
when traveling with students.
but administrators say they
have nothing to worry about.
A University Senate subcommittee was created m
response to the faculty worries
concerning liability insurance at
the March 17 Senate meeting.
The insurance would protect
faculty from the cost of being
sued if something happened to a
student under a faculty member's responsibility.
Provost Barbara Burch said
a report on the issue should be
finished by tomorrow. which
details that faculty are covered.
"It's just simply not true to say
that when faculty members are
on university business. in or out
of the country. that they are out
there on their own with no university protection," Burch said.
The subcommittee is under
the Faculty Welfare and
Professional Responsibilities
Committee. which is chaired by
John All, a geography and geology assistant professor.

The committee is working
on a list of hypothetical situations to send to administrators
to see their response, All said.
All said his department does
a lot of traveling. and he looked
into the university's liability
insurance after a colleague asked
him about it. He said he found
that faculty were not covered.
All said no rational professor
would do study abroad programs knowing they were not
covered by this insurance.
"From our perspective. it
seems to be a large risk. and the
administration hasn't recogni1cd it." All said.
The committee formed to
sec why faculty and administrators differ on the issue. he said.
Burch at the Senate meeting
said there is liability insurance.
The university is protected
by sovereign immunity, said
Deborah Wilkins, general counsel for Western. Sovereign
immunity says no one can sue
the state because the state is not
an entity - it's the people.
She said the state can be sued
by filing a claim under the Board
of Claims. which is where people can file claims if they feel

EVALUATIONS:
wanted SGA's questions to be
-distinctly separated from the
SITE evaluations, which affect
promotions and tenure. said
Robert Dietle, University Senate
member and faculty regent.
SGA compromised to ensure
the implementation of the evaluations, Martin said.
If the evaluations are unsuccessful or the results are tainted
because of the later distribution.
the SGA evaluations will be distributed with the SITE evaluations in the future. Johnson said.
Students may be more likely
to discount the questions if they
aren't distributed with SITE
evaluations. Cobb said.
A committee comprised of
students, faculty members and

Page 3A
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there has been damage because
of the state's negligence.
Burch said faculty also arc
covered by sovereign immunity.
Wilkins. Burch and John
Petersen. associate vice president for Academic Affairs.
wrote a report dealing with the
liability issue. Petersen said.
The report also deal:, with other
faculty well-being and safety
issues. such as their coverage
under health insurance.
Faculty members might not
know that their university
health insurance covers them
around the world, Petersen said.
The report was written in
response to comments Burch
had received about facuhy concerns, including the comments
made in the Senate committee.
Petersen said.
. Petersen said faculty can take
out their own professional liability insurance and some have.
"I've been a faculty member
here for 35 years. and I've led
study abroad programs myself.
and I've always felt comfortably. personally." he said.
Reach Kelly Richard!io11
at 11ews@wk11herald.co111.

Results to be made open

administrators will evaluate the
effectiveness and accuracy of
the evaluations after their initial
distribution, Johnson said.
SGA members presented the
questions to University Senate
last month. But the Senate's
reaction to the proposal was
largely negative.
Some Senate members said
they would not distribute the
questions to their students.
In response to the dissent, SGA
member.. wrote legislation asking
the Board of Regents to vote on
whether or not to add the questions
to the SITE evaluations. forcing
professors to distribute them.
~
Dietle said he doesn't foresee
any problems with this evaluation
and he's pleased that SGA was
interested in the compromise.
"Now it's up to the students

$10.99
18 pack
12 oz Cans

to be able to fill out the questionnaires," he said.
The provost's office will pay
for the initial evaluation program, and SGA will pay for all
subsequent evaluations. Johnson
said. The pilot program will
help detennine the future cost
of the evaluations.
SGA members and Burch
are composing a contract to
final iL.e the plans, Johnson said.
The contract should be complete by the end of the week.
Western is the third school in
Kentucky. along wiU1 Murray
State University and the
University of Kentucky to
implement open faculty evaluations, Johnson said.
Reach Amber Coulter
<II 11ews@'wk11herald.co111.
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OPINION

"Congress shall make 110 law ...
abridging the freedorn of speech,
or of the press ... "
- FirM Amendment, U.S. Co11s1iw1io11

Editor Shawmaye llopki11s.
editor@wk11herald.com
News Editor Li11duy Reed:
11ews@wk11herald.co111
Opinion Editor Joanie Baker:
hera/d@wk11herald.co111
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Words of
advice to
Katie D awson

~

~our-

'{Jor~ov¼ ~t

Dear Katie Dawson,
Congratulations on overcoming the 50-50 odds and
becoming the new Student Government Association president. Now that you're the woman in command of the gavel,
we want to give you some advice before you slam it down in
a fina l decision.
First things first - make sure you keep two separate piles
of money marked "Katie's lunch money"' and "SGA lunch
money." We doubt you'll get them confused, but obviously
it's caused some raised eyebrows and chin scratching before.
As hard as you g uys already work to get the word out
about SGA involvement, it's
going to take more than just
Tbe lsaaecThe
another hot pink flier stast ude nt body has
pled on Lop of the other flu elect ed Katie
orescent
"eye-catchers"
Dawson as the new
we've all become immune
Student Government
to on bulletin boards. Get
Association president.
over the bell tower system
and tell students SGA is voluntary. Let them know they
Gar Ylew: We
too
can make a difference in
want to give her some
plus-minus
grading if they
of our advice so she
com·c
to
the
meetings. And
can be successful in
while you're reaching out to
her new endeavor.
the people, encourage more
of them who don't join SGA
to realize you listen to their
calls for change. But somehow make a more accessible outlet for their suggestions by maybe sending out a monthly
campus-wide e-mail asking for opinions or ideas. You can
reach more apathetic people, just lean a little bit further.
Now that you are going to be president, we also want to
make sure you let your voice be heard at the Board of
Regents meetings. Don't feel insignificant because you're
the only one who can't recall where you were when Ken nedy
got shot; make sure your voice is heard. We want you to work
hard to represent the student voice. and get what we want alcohol back in the Greek houses where it belongs.
Continue your hard work so faculty evaluations go over
smoothly this semester and everyone can be sure to take the
professors who don ' t arrive to class on time, or who don't
actually use the textbook.
Finally, be s ure to use the SGA budget wisely. Aside from
avoiding Subway sandwiches, please don't spend it all on
bike racks that very few stude nts will be able to utilize. Most
students barely walk to all their classes without someone
dropping them off, let alone pedal their tails up the Hill. Put
it toward something that will move higher education forward,
like another shuttle bus.
Good luck, Katie. We're sure you know what you're
doing. That's why you were elected.
Sincerely,
The Editorial Board

This editorial is the_majority opinion of the Herald's 9member board of editors.

Remember the labor workers
Samantha Hupman
When most people go to a
hotel or restaurant, they don't
think much about the people
who serve them or clean up
after them. I have to say that 1
usually don't either. But over
spring break, l read this book
(yeah. my spring break wasn't
that exciting) called "Nickel

and Dimed: On (Not) Gerling
By in America." IL caused me to
think about those people a little
bit more.
The author of the book,
Barbara Ehrenreich. is a journalist who went to three U.S.
cities and worked in jobs that
usually go to the "unskilled,"
such as a waitress, a hotel maid,
a house cleaner, a nursing home
employee and a Wal-Mart associate. She then tried to find out
if she could pay rent and buy
necessities with the wages she
earned, usually $6-$7 an hour.
Throughout this project, she
realizes that she is unable to get
by on these wages, most of the
time has to take two jobs and is

exhausted from the work. Many
of the jobs don't allow e mployees to sit at all while working,
which would be "time theft."
People who she waits on in a
restaurant are exu:emely impatient and shoppers at the WalMart seem Lo purposely mess
up the ladies' department.
This book definitely brings
up some big socia l issues, like
problems with minimum wage
and welfare reform and the
high cost of rent in certain
areas. But it made me think
about when I worked at a fast
food restaurant in high school:
standing up for the majority of
eight hours, trying to hear people through the speaker in the

drive-thru and dealing with
people who couldn't get off
their cell phones long enough to
place an order.
Working at jobs like these
aren't that fun most of tile
time, and inconsiderate people make them worse. The
next time someone cleans
your hotel room or brings you
your food, maybe try to be a
little nicer than you normally
would. A smile or a compliment goes a long way.

Samantha Hupman is a
freshman news edi1orial major
from Shelbyville.
The views expressed in this
com111e111ary are 1101 those of the
Herald or the university.

Stealing, not iJuite Coppeifield
very poor quality for the measly
price of six quarters.
The thrill that comes from
skipping the very cheap price of
the movie is what currently consumes me. It happened one night
a few weeks ago. My roommate
and his friend, both delinquents of
various levels, decided to go to
Bobby HarrelL
see "A Shark Tale" at the cheap
theater. I came along because I
There's nothing more thrilling was kinda bored. Bored enough
than ripping someone off who's 10 go see a movie for practically
down on their luck. No, I haven't nothing, anyway. We rolled into
been knocking down bag ladies the parking lot for the late show.
and taking their shopping carts. There was no one at the ticket
Although, that's a good idea for counter, so we walked right in.
this weekend. The burglary I'm The girl working the popcorn
referring . to takes place at the machine had her back turned to
$ 1.50 theater. The theater in ques- us. Suddenly, we're making a
tion is a run-down movie house break for our seals. It was all in a
that plays month-old movies of cool, "Ocean's Eleven" kinda

style. Not really.
As we sit down, my roommate
tells me this has happened before.
only their other friend got caught
and had to pay for his ticket. So,
why scam a place so derelict, so
in disrepair that the popcorn costs
more than the ticket? Hell, I've
always been fascinated with stealing, to be honest. A few weeks
ago, I was studying at DUC and
several sorority women had left
their bags near me while they had
their meeting. I thought about
rifling through their bags looking
for money or other valuables, but
I didn't have the heart. The poor
girls are already brainwashed. I
didn't want to make them financially poorer as well.
l like taking small things and
returning them later. I like to think

l could have been a master tl1ief if
I actually cared about it enough.
Alas, I don't have the detennination to scale museum walls in
search of valuable works of art. If
I did suddenly find some courage
to pursue my lifelong dream of
breaking and entering. I'm not
sure the Museum of Modem Art
would be a big enough heist for
me. Maybe I'd do a David
Copperfield and make the Statue
of Liberty vanish. Who wouldn't
want to be a master thief and a
magician at the same time?
Nobody's making me wear a top
hat, though.

Bobby 1-/arrel/ is a senior news
editorial majorfrom Saucier, Miss.
The views expressed in this
co111me111a1y are 1101 those of the
Herald or the 1111il'ersity.

tters to the editor
Cell phones in the library are annoying
The cell pho ne has become the electronic cigarette - it pollutes
the air with noise that can be annoying to others. Cell phone etiquette (and normal courtesy) has become something of the past or
at best accidentally practiced. I am particularly concerned about
tl1e lack of courtesy shown by cell phone users i!l the library.
I often go Lo the library to read, research and study. Today (like
too many other days), I was in the library reading a journal article.
A student's cell phone rang and without consideration to those
around her, she conversed for at least 10 minutes (after which I left
because I had had enough). I have no idea how long she continued
to talk on her phone. Her conversation was at a level, I think she
perce ived Lo be low and not disruptive, but it was neitl1er. Even if
you whisper for JO minutes, how can you consider it not annoying
to those around you?
The point l am making is that a person should be aware that !le
or she is being disruptive to those around them, if they hold lengthy
cell phone conversations in quiet areas of the library. Have we
become so self-centered, that we have stopped thinking about the
effects of our actions on those around us? I ask those who arc in the

library and anticipate their cell phone conversations will last more
than a couple of minutes to move their conversations to a place
where they are not disruptive Lo others who are using the library to
read, research and study. Allow the quiet atmosphere that can be
found there. Please.
Dr. Harold Little
Department of Accounting

Bowling Green has public transportation
Bowling Green Public Transit (BGPT) is pleased LO have the
o pportunity to address Western Kentucky University's (WKU) student body, faculty and employees.
First, we would like to say that public transportation is alive and
growing in Bowling Green. Bowling Green Public Transit operates three fixed bus routes and two shuttles throughout the city of
Bowling Green, which are available to anyone -- students, senior
citize ns, persons witl1 disabilities, people without access to automobiles, etc. BGPT covers a large service area including: downtown, Campbell Lane/Scottsville Road. Greenwood Mall and other
shopping centers. both hospitals. residential areas and employment

To • aad Bottoms •••
VJ .

. . - / To the sandal weather. It's really about time,
but the re's a chance of snow tomorrow
...always.
To the SGA for making facu lty evaluations
available on TopNet this spring.

To how hot it is in the library. With the elevators out, by the time you reach the top
floor you're ready to go back downhill to
Preston's pool.

To a state budget being passed. It's about
time.

To the University of Louisville making it to
the Final Four for the first time since 1986.

To gas being more expensive in Kentucky
than Tennessee. Not only are their roads better, but they don't spend as much driving on
them.

centers throughout Bowling Green.
While there are no immediate plans to "bring them [studentsJ
home from the bars on weekends," BGPT's current routes travel in
the vicinity of some concentrated student housing areas providing
students the opportunity to travel LO campus and avoid the parking
difficulties or travel off campus to work and shopping destinations.
BGPT has been flleeting with Jennifer Tougas, WKU Director of
Parking and Transportation Improvements, to determine how best
to meet Western's needs in conjunction with the ever-increasing
needs of the general public.
The service runs from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekdays with
shuttle service beginning at 5:00 a.m. Fares are currently $ 1.00 to ·
$2.00, depending upon tl1e service, and allow for transfers to any
of the buses. To learn how BGPT might serve you please call 7823162 ext 238.
We welcome Western students and hope to see you on the bus.
Bowling Green Transportation is "Getting You There!"
Cheryl Heyduck Allen
Associate Director
Community Action of Southern Kentucky
Bowling Green
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Budget

~~!:! 12

Emeg,,plex mov1t' tht'atrc
off Campbell Lane
near Russellville Rd.
782-3112

State budget fills most funding gaps
BY KELLY R ICHARDSON

Herald reporter
It might be a year late, but
Western administrators weren't
too concerned with punctuality
when they received the state
budget.
The state budget was passed
March 22 and Western received
almost all the requested funding.
The university received state
bonds and agency bonds for
more than 20 capital projects for
the campus.
Western received $5 million
in agency bonds and $3.75 million in state bonds for the renovation of Schneider Hall for the
Math and Science Academy.
The university also received $33
million in state bond funds to
renovate the the Science and
Technology Hall , Thompson
Complex Centra l Wing and
Snell HaJI.
State bonds are funds the
state gives to the university and
agency bonds are approval for

.'

commitments.
Lee -..aid he also is concerned
\\ ith the amount of bonding that
is in the budget. If the econom)
begins to slow down there
might not be enough additional
revenue to pa} the debt on the
bonds, he said.
He said there ·s $2.2 billion
worth of bonds, not counting
things that have been bonded in
the past.
Sen. Vernie McGaha, RRussell Springs. had the same
concerns about bonding. He said
he felt Western did well in the
budget compared to the funding
in the bl!ginning of the process.
John Osborne. asi-ociatc vice
president for campus services
and facilities. said there is no
schedule for any of the projects.
The rcno\'ation of the ~cicnce
buildings is a priority.
"We're going to hit the
ground running with that project." he said.

A proposed freeway is raising questions about whether or
not Bowling Green would reap
economic benefits from the
project.
The original proposal for
the Intcrstate 66 freeway
stretched from Was hington
D.C. through the Bowling
Green area to California, said
Jeff Moore, branch manager
for planning for the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet.
Since that part of the free,:- way was deemed financially
unsound. the specific plan of
the project was scraped , he
said.
Part of the freeway plan
coincides with a proposed circular road or beltway surrounding Bowling Green, City
Commissioner Brian Strow
said.
The plan has been considered by the city for several
decades, Moore said.
T he project might begin in a
few years with the early stages
already in motion, Strow said.
ll might take as long as 10
to 12 years, Moore said.
"We couldn't build it tomorrow," he said.
The rights of way for several roads around Bow ling Green
are being bought in anticipation of the freeway, Strow said .
But not everyone is thrilled
about the idea of a new freeway.
Perrin de Jong, coordinator
of Kentucky Heartwood, a
public lands advocacy group,
said there won't be a significant increase in economic
prosperity because of the highway.
The highway will redirect
traffic away from local businesses, caus ing them to lose
reve nue to b ig · corporatio ns
who set up on the. side of the
tughway, he said.

The loss of wildlife and forest due to road construction
w ill also negatively impact the
environment of the area, Jong
said.
Moore said the hig hway
will improve the economy, but
not at the expense of the environment.
The funding for the project
still remains questionable.
Strow said he is n't s ure
whether or not the project will
be funded by the state o r city,
but that the c ity would not be
able to sustain suc h an undertaking by itself.
"A project of this magnitude
would need to be sta te fu nded," Strow said.
The fu ll involvement of the
city commission is necessary
for the project t.o begin, Moore
said.
KTC's planning study laid
out three proposed corridors
for Kentucky's 1-66 segment,
he said.
The first corridor begins
near the William H. Natcher
Parkway south of Bowling
G reen, moves east around the
c ity. crosses f-65 to the north
and then connects again with
Natcher, he said.
The second corridor differs
o nly by joining the 3 1-W
Bypass and moves farther
north, Moore said.
A third option is to connect
Natcher to the Cumberland
Parkway through 1-65.
Major modifications would
have to be made to l-65 to support the new traffic, including
stretching the freeway to 8 or
IO lanes. Moore said.
The cost of widening the
freeway ranges from $350 million to $480 million, he said.
Signs have already gone up
on the Cumberland proclaiming J-66's route.

Reach Bobby Harrell
at 11ews@wk11herald.co111.

JAZZ: Duo gets
standing ovation
COIITIIIUED fllOII fllOIIT l'AGE

as the two discussed w hich
song to perform next and how
fast to play it.
"With Doc, you never quite
know what's going to happen," C ipolla said.
The duo started out by performing 10 American c lassics
with Livingston on the piano
and Cipolla on the clarinet.
Li vingston joined C ipolla
on the clarinet for the two final
songs of the evening.
The show ended with a
c larinet duet by the performers
and a standing ovation by the

audience.
Central City fres hma n
Rachel Stewart, one of
Cipolla ·s students, liked the
show.
"1 am used to seeing Dr.
Cipolla perform c lassical
music so it was coo1 to see him
play something different," she
said.
Graduate student Catarina
Moreira of Po rtugal also
enjoyed the show. She said
that she would like to see more
jazz performances in the area.

Reach Mandy Mullins at
fea111res@wkuherald.com.
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I-66 might run
BY B OBBY HARRELL

_,,

the university to spend its own were cut over the last fi\'C
years." he said. "Rather. we\\ ill
money.
The university also received use it for priorities toda)."
He said the passing of Go...
restricted funds for several projects. Restricted funds are when Ernie Fletcher 's tax modernizathe university has approval to tion plan also helped the budget.
Western didn't receive all of
spend any money it later attains
on a certain project. The univer- its funding requests. The university received $3.5 million in sity didn' t receive agency bonds
restricted funds for the Math for renovating Van Meter Hall.
Smith Stadium or the Adams
and Science Academy.
Legislators and Western Street, Kentucky Street and
administrators are generally Capital lots, Ransdell said.
pleased w ith the budget, which
They will seek agency bonds
wilJ e:iuend until spring of 2006. for those projects in the next
President Gary Ransdell said budget.
Rep. Jimmie Lee. D-Elizathe budget is encouraging for
two reasons: lt ended the trend bethtown, was impressed with
of higher education budget cuts, the speed with which they
and it started a new trend of passed the budget in this session
growth funding for tugher edu"I think it was an amazing
thi ng that with only 26 days of
cation.
'Tm optimistic that we will session, we were able 10 put
not see budget cuts from the · together a budget as comprehensive as we did." he said.
state for a few years," he said.
This budget also offset past
Lee said he thinks Western
budget cuts Western has fared very well. But he said
higher education, overall. is not
received in the past, he said.
"We will not use any of this faring well because Congress
money to restore things that hasn't followed through with its

Color comes out co play in sugar-cooccd pastels and jam-packed brights

Dip tnco chc Sweet Treats Spring 2005 Color Collection for a casce.
We'll find the looks that arc sweet on you.

Call today for
your FREE Makeover!
130 Walton Ave.
Bowling Green, KY
270-746-6499

I 04 S. Tyler St.
Morgantown, KY
270-662-0000

It's t at time of the year again ...
into

'M_r. §atti's

Where fresh pizza and friendly prices
are in bloom all season long!

-----------,-----------y----------1

Large

1

Large

1

Large

1 Topping
w/ 10 Hot Wings

Gourmet

$13.99

$11.99

$10.99

~I

Pick-up/Delivery

Pick-up/Delivery

Pick-up/Delivery

600 Fairview Plaza
796•4003

5 Toppings
1ht Bf.St Pla:a la Tawil...

♦:♦
CHANDLER
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

• Hillside
• Lat11pkitt Place
• Stottehettge
• fhat11es Valley
tet a ju111p start ott apart111et1t hut1tit1g!
Call about our 111ove-it1 specials 782•8282
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High gas prices burden students, influence vehicle purchases
B Y ALE X FONTANA

Herald reporter
The ris111g gas prices arc an
inconvenience for many studc.nts on the Hill. and the
na tional trend of rising gas
prices is likely to remain stable.
according to e nergy experts.
Fluctuations 111 crude oil
costs are responsible for the
c ha nge in gas price-.. said John
Cogan. energy information specialist
for
the
Energy
Information Admimstration.
"'We're not going to sec any
dramatic relief m prices ...
Cogan said. "We won'c sec

national averages below two
dollars ...
The trend i-. rci..ulting from a
<,trong demand for ml being
pu,hcd again,r the ubility to
produce crude oil. he said.
Rachel Bodine. a freshman
from Mount Juliet. Tenn .. said
gas pn ces arc a burden for <;tudcnts who travel home on the
weekends.
.. I think gas prices arc
entirely too high." she ,aid.
"For broke college students. it's
not a good thing."
She said gas prices in
'Jasin Ille arc cheaper than 111

Bowling Green.
The national aYerage of
more than $2 per gallon has
begun to influ1:ncc peoples·
dcc,siom, about what ,chicles
they buy. according to a stud)
by
Kelley
Blue
Book
\1arketing Research.
The study said 41 percent of
in market car buyers arc thinking strongly about pun:hasing
,·chicles they normally would
not consider because of high
gas pnccs.
A report by the American
International
Automobile
Dealers Association stated -.im-

ilar findings.
The report -.aid some ex pens
foresee gas prices reaching $3
per gallon by summer.
The study by Kelley Blue
Book said buying a fuel efficient car 1s the best way to
rnunteract high gas prices.
The five most fuel efficie nt
cars. accordmg to the study. a re
I Ionda Insight. Toyota Prius.
Honda
Civic
Hybrid.
Volkswagen Golf and Toyota
Leho.
Buying a fuel efficient car
lowers the demand for gm, a nd
saves the consumer mo ney.

according to the Blue Book
study.
Both reports by the Blue
Book and A IADA said Sport
Utility Vehicle sales have been
declining.
Bill Jones, manager of the
Scottsville Road Chevron
Station, said the high gas prices
have not seemed to affect customers .
''They're fine with it," he
said.
Price variations from s tate to
state are caused by of taxes and
re finery costs. Kentucky's
gasoline tax is 17 cents per gal-

Ion, according to a report by the
U.S. Department of Energy.
Kentucky's
crude
o il
reserves accoun t for less than
one percent of America's c rude
oil produc tion. Kentucky's two
refineries arc located in
Ashland and Somerset.
The refineries get crude o il
from Farm Bureau Oil and
Mid-Valley Ashland oil compan ics.
Kentucky's gasoline consumption is 25th in the nation.

Reach Alex Fontana at
11ews@wkuherald.co111.

Bowling Green

LifeSkills picks new sit_e for headquarters outside the city
BY BOBBY H A RR E LL

Herald reporter
L ifeSkills has decided on a
new site for Jts headquarters
outside of the cit} boundaries.
The decision came out of a
deal between LifcSkills and the
B owling Green City
Commission.
A requirement of the deal is
that the new site has to be
annexed into the city once the
new headquarters is built. said
Dale Bond. president and CEO

of LJfeSkilb.
The slle location will be
announced today. he said.
The 40.000 square foot
facility \\ill house several of
LifcSk1lb · sen ices that were
once ,pread out in offices
around Bowling Green.
Outpatient services. mcluding substance abuse prevention
and mental health services. will
be gathered into the ne," facility. along '" 1th mobile and
adrnmistration sen ices. Bond

said.
Mayor Elaine Walker said
she ·s proud of the co mmission's relationship "ith
LifeSkills and is ,, ailing for
construction on the new facilities 10 begin.
"When they 're ready for
annexation. they will come to
us." she said.
A condition of the agreemen t requires LifcSkills to
move to a lcx;at1on "ithm the
city limits if they sell their 707

E. Main A\'C. property or seek
annexation. she said.
L1feSkills · plan is to gathe r
many of thcll' services. including administration. into a new.
larger facility. Bond said.
"We think it will be a fncilit} fo1 our needs." he said.
The previous city commission had planned on buying
L1fcSktlls' 707 E. Main Ave.
proper!) and turning the lease
oYer to them.
Instead. concerns about

nearby historical landmarks
pus hed Li feSki lls o ut of the
downtown area, Walker said.
Before the c urrent city commission was elected, Bond and
Walker negotiated over a new
site for LifeSkills, said Brian
Strow, city commissioner and
economics professor.
The National Trust for
His toric Preservation and the
Kentucky Heritage Counc il
also both previously objected to
the destruction of a former

automotive dealers hip downtown.
The current c ity commiss ion's refusal to use emir:~nt
domain to provide LifeSkills a
new home is a relief, Strow
said.
The city also will benefit
from the conti nued flow of
oc c upatio n al tax from
LifeSkills, he said.

Reach Bobby Harrell at
news@wk11herald.co111.

Dawson
brings experience
PRESIDENT:

P.-ofits f.-0»1 T-'ot4tttals
is the answe.-!
2Just put-Achase yout-A evening gown
ot-A t-Aent yout-A tu;xedo ft4ot1'\ Pat-Aty 1
Supet-Astot-Ae and w e will donate
to yout-A sot-Ao.-ity, f.-ate.-nity, ot4
o.-gani z ation f o .- each
pu.-chase and .-ental!
"'t"u;xed os sta .-ting at $49 !
Call Ruth o.- Da.-le n e fo.l'HOtAe infot-At'Hation!

843-8711

Pa .....ty 1 Supe.-sto.-e
Ashley Cente.-, Bo-wlin9 a.-een

$5

evaluations pilot p rogram
s uccessful and will likely s it
on the committee, but she will
ha ve to discuss the possibi lity
with Provos t Barbara Burch.
ff the. .System reached by
the compro mise <vorks well,
Dawson s aid s he will not pus h
for any changes, but she is
ready to act if it has any
flaws .
"The fac ulty might not like
that, but we' re going to see
that it is more s uccessful and
Provost Burch says she is prepa red 10 make that decision.''
s he s aid.
And Johnson said Daws on
will likely use her vast experience to achieve those goals
as s he enters her fourth year
in SGA.
"She has experience that is
unmeas urable and tha t is what
you want from the one s tudent
whos e g oing to re present
you,'' Joh nson said .
Collins said Dawson wi ll
decide whether or not he' II
have a pos ition on SGA next
year. and he has made no definite plans about his future in
the organ ization.
Also in the e lection, a refe re ndum asking the Board of
Regents to vote o n an $ 18
tuition increa e to fund the

Tai is man yearbook passed
w ith IO 19 to 669 votes. A referendum to add a lis t of 40
amendments to the SGA cons ti tution als o passed with
1193 to 2 62 votes .
Princeton senior Mason
Stevenson.
leg islative
researc h committee head.
won the executive vice presidency a nd Louisville j unio r
Melissa Paris, Secretary of
the Senate, wo n the ad ministrative vice pres idency in
uncontes ted elections.
S tevenson said he will use
his new pos ition to protect the
inte rests of g roups whose
co nce rns aren' t as represented
in SGA and promote communication betwee n students and
the organization.
Paris said s he will try to
foster the potential s he sees in
new senators and improve
communication wi thin the
organiz ation.
All 25 senator candidates
who ran won senate seats in
an uncontested election.
Brandenb urg junior Scott
Broadbent,
SGA
Chief
Jus tice. said the e lections
went without cont rovers y and
the judicial branch s hould
fina lize the res ults this week.

Reach Amber Coulter at
11ews@wk11herald.co111.

Family,
friends remember
STUDENT:

an yone like him.'' Mathews
said. "'He was his own pe rson.''
Ladd lived in Canmer all
his life. Afte r his s iste r went to
Georgetown
College.
he
s tayed near home and took
classes at the G lasgow campus. Megan Ladd said. His
mo ther, Sandra Ladd, also
took c lasses there.
"The reas on he wen t to
Glasgow was to s tay with
Mom as long as he could."
M egan Ladd said. He was
planning to move to the
Bo wling Gree n campus next
semes ter. she added.
Ladd would frequen tl y vis it
his mom at work a nd ea t lunc h
with her between c lasses,
Megan Ladd s aid .
Sexton remembers Ladd as

a good friend who wi ll be
missed.
"I thought of him as my
brother," he s aid. ·'He was a
hard pers on not to like.''
Ladd enjoyed be ing outdoors. Between sc hool and his
job at K- Mart in Glas gow,
Ladd also enjoyed fis hing and
playing paintba ll. He loved
animals.
·'Every s tray animal in the
county Ryan pic ked up and
broug ht home ," Megan Ladd
said.
Ladd 's fu ne ral was Sunday
in Canme r.
·' He always had a s mile on
his face," Mathe ws s aid. ·'He
was jus t a n all-around good
g uy."

Reach Samantha Hupman at
news@wk11herald.co111.
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Journalism Hall of Fame to honor professor
Bv

AND R EW

M c NAMARA

Herald reporter
After 37 years of dedication to helping students excel,
journalism professor Bob
Adams will finally be recognized for his accomplishments.
Adam , the director of
Student
Publications
at
Western, wi ll be inducted into
the Kentucky Journali m Hall
of Fame on Apri l 19.
Adams started working at
the College Heights Herald as
a student reporter in 1962 and
then as editor in 1964.
He was then hired as
adviser to the paper in 1968.
In 1990, Adams took over
the Talisman and became the
director of all student publ ications. He also has taught at
Western since 1966.
Adams said he attributes
his induction into the Hall of
Fame to the success of the stu-

dents he has worked w ith over majority
of
the
Kentucky. but around
the years.
Herald's success.
the world," Albers
said.
T he students that come to
" He has set up a
Nashville sophojournalism cl assrooms are certain culture and
more
Layne
passionate about what they do network that students
Stackhouse
i
s in
and want to do this j ob ri ght, continue to come
Adams'
introduction
A dams said.
back to after they
news-writing
to
" I have j ust put my reputa- graduate." she said.
class.
tion in the hands of the stuA ll the faculty and
" M r. Adams is a
dents that work here," he said. staff i n the journalism
greaI teacher, " she
The hardest part of my j ob department are very Bob Adams
said. " He is really
is having to let the students go proud and excited for
concerned about your
after four years, especi ally him. Johnson said.
performance as a student and
after building such close relaJo-Ann Alben,, former a person."
tionships with them. he said.
director of the school and
He teaches by drawing
Over the years, Adams said journal ism professor in the from experience and not ju~t
he's tried not only to help stu- optional retirement program. from the book, Stackhouse
dents w ith the paper or school. said Adams is the best kind of said.
but in li fe as well.
adviser.
He knows a lot of people
"I feel successful when stuHe just gives advice and in the busi nes , and he trains
dents are successful," he said. keeps asking questions that us to be prepared, she said.
Albers, David Whitaker
"Whe_
n a student leaves here students should be asking
and starts a career they are w hen
making
decisions and Ji m Ausenbaugh are
Western's other faculty memhappy with, I feel J did my regarding the paper, she said.
in
the
Kentucky
job."
"I think Ihe inducIion rec- bers
Pam Johnson, director of ognizes his roll as producing Journali sm Hall of Fame.
the School of Journalism and excellent journali sts who in
Broadcasting, said Adams turn have produced excellent Reach Andrew McNamara
could be credited with a journal ism
not
just
in at 11ews@wkuherald.co111.
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H elm-Cravens library
elevator repairs near
completion
B v B ET H

W I LBE RDI NG

Herald reporter
People using the HelmCravens Library have had lo
make a hike to get their books
for more than five months.
But students won't have to
break a sweat much longer.
Elevators have been down
since October while the system
in Cravens was replaced and
the Helm system was upgraded.
Work is expected to be finished
by the first week of April, said
Doug A ult, director of planning, design and construction.
T he elevators in Helm were
being upgraded to the current
standards, while the ones in
Craven
were completely
replaced, Ault said. The combined total for the work was
about $279.000.
But having the elevators
down for more than five
months has been an inconvenience to the library staff.
B rian Coutts, library public
services department head, said
he had 10 relocate a staff member to a conference room near
the service elevator in Helm
because the person is unable to
walk up the stairs 10 the seventh
floor.
"Of course everybody's been
complaining about having to
walk up and down all those
floors," Couns said.

To help staff members return
book carts to upper floors, the
A BC Elevator Company has
sent an operator to the library at
7 a.m. every morning to turn on
one elevator, he said.
Student workers and staff
members have been going
upstairs lo get materials for
those unable to use the stairs.
This service has also been used
in the past for people in wheelchairs w ho are unable to reach
books on upper shelfs, Coutts
said.
"It's been a major inconvenience for everyone concerned,"
he said. "We welcome the day
when they're back in service."
Coutts said he was told one
of the elevators could be operational as early as this week if it
passes inspections.
A ult said he thinks the elevator was almost ready, but wa n't
sure i f the inspections have
been scheduled yet.
A nd over spring break,
minor repairs were made to the
Potter Hall elevator, said John
Osborne, associate vice president for campus services and
facilitfos. The elevators were
shut down for two days.
There are no immediate
plans 10 upgrade any other elevators on campus, be said.
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Bowling Green

Legislators highlight
state budget impact
on local area
B Y AS HL EE C L A RK

He,-ald ,-epo,-ter
T he General Assembly
approved a state budget earlier
this month.
But local legislators reconvened earlier this week to highlight the budget w ith Bowling
Green citizens and businesspeople.
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, Sen. Brett Guthrie
and Rep. Jim DeCesare gathered Tuesday morning at the
B owling Green Chamber of
Commerce to discuss what the
state budget means to the
Bowling Green area.
T he legislative wrap-up was
moderated by John Petersen,
associate vice president of academic affairs.
"What I think the budget did
was to move the state forward,"
said Richards, D-Bowling
G reen.
The legislaIors said the opinions of their constituents helped
pass the budget.
"T he pressure of the people
does have an effect," said

Guthrie. R-Bowling Green.
T hey also said effective
leadership in the state legi slature helped pass a budget.
"Everybody came together
and did what was ri ght for
Kentucky," said Decesare, RBowling Green.
Richards said he was happy
education in the state received
6 1 percent of the state budget.
"Education is . the most
important function of Kentucky
tate government," he said.
Western recei ved fundin g
for science bui lding renovations and
the K entucky
Academy
for M ath and
Science.
The l egislators al so discussed the need to help small
businesses by making health
insurance more affordable.
All of Ihe legislators
expressed a need to focus on
health insurance for state
employees and funding for road
construction in future budget
sessions.

Reach Ashlee Clark
at news@wkuherald.com.
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Western dominates Kauai
Collegiate Cup in Hawaii

Every Thursday is Faj ita Frenzy
all you can eat fajitas $10. 99

BY ABB EY SH ULL

Happy Hour

Wings

Herald reporter
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The weather was beautiful,
the course was familiar and the
beaches of Hawaii seemed like
home to Western's golf team
over spring break.
The Hilltoppers hosted the
sixth annual Kauai Collegiate
Cup in Princeville, Hawaii. All
five of the Hi lltopper golfers
placed in the top 20, bringing
home their first team win.
Coach Brian Tirpak said his
young team played phenomenally.
"We played fantastic golf,"
Tirpak said. "We have a young
team with nine underclassmen
who do not have a 101 of experience.

r/!?~

Ladies Jewelry & Accessories• R~Au ,rri fROl Cosmetics
Manicures and Pedicures • Sorority Fundraiser Shows

Gift Cards Available • Birthday Parties
1057 Pedigo Way
Flynn's Building (Left of Pier 1 Imports)
Bowling Green, KY 42103

Call for an Appointment/Consultation:
Cell 270-977-0887
Flynn's 270-843-9796

"With such a young team
Shaw said he shares the
comes mistakes, but they have leadership role with senior capmatured along the way and lain Sam Smith.
were able to put everything
"The guys come to Sam and
together at the same time."
me with problems that happen
Leading the way for the
off the golf course,"
Hilltoppers was junior . - - - - - - Shaw said. ..They
Robbie Shaw. He caplook to us for advice
tured his first individon problems and
ual championship since
issues that happen
he won the Rutherford
outside of golf rather
Classic when he was a
than problems with
freshman.
their golf swing."
Sophomore Brent
The
Hilltoppers
Long and junior Parker
would carry their
Scarbro tied for secmomentum into the
ond.
Robbie Shaw Fidelity National Title
Shaw, who entered
Tournament in Arroyo
the final round in 10th place, Grande, Calif.
shot a tournament-low 64 and
Finishing
eighth
in
stormed up nine spots to victo- California and shooting well in
ry. He broke fonner Hilltopper two of the three rounds is hopeEric Mason's individual tourna- fully the start of a new trend that
ment record for lowest score will carry on into the Sun Belt
along the way.
Conference Championships,
"It was an exciting win." Tirpak said.
Shaw said. "'It was also a relief
"Our players are realizing
to win though because I had that they don't have to force
gone my whole sophomore sea- things," he said. "As they have
son without one, and then to gained experience and matured
experience our first team win in as players their knowledge of
a tournament made it a definite the game has increased, making
high point."
them
controlled
players.
Shaw's impressive perform- Hopefully this win will show
ances and humble nature make our guys what they are capable
him a leader on the team, Tirpak of accomplishing."
said.
The Hilltoppers will be hit"Robbie is really somebody ting the green again on Monday
our team can look up to as well at the two-day Hal Sutton
as other teams," he said. "He is Intercollegiate Tournament in
an impressive player who can Shreveport, La.
drive the green and is capable
of doing phenomenal things Reach Abbey Shull
from time to time."
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Apply now to join the award-winning staff
at the College Heights Herald.

20% OFF All jewelry
and accessories until
March 31st!

Applications are due April 6.
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Pitching trio seeing early
season success for Lady Tops
B Y MI KE D UNCAN

Herald reporter
The Lady Toppers have .1
triple threat in the ir "Triple-A"
pitc hing staff.
That
trio
is,
junior
Adrie nne Lathrop (7-4), senior Ashley Schwartz (3-5) a nd
freshman Ashton Strode (5-3).
Schwartz. a transfer from
John A. Logan College. and
Lathrop combined to hold No.
I Michigan to two runs in a 20 loss at the Courtyard by
Marriott Classic at Louisville
on Friday. The Wo lverines
(3 1-1 ) have won 3 1 straig ht
games.
"(Lathrop and Schwartz)
compliment each other,"
Coach Rachel Lawson said.
"They keep batters off ba lance, and in a double header
the opponent's timing gets
messed up."
Schwartz, whose ERA is
down to 2.97 from 5.07 last
season, said that Lathrop is
always talking.
"We talk about mec hanics,
and try to keep each other up,"
Lathrop said.
Lathrop said she never
feels an immense amount of
pressure, knowing that the
staff is behind her.
The burden of pressure has
also been relieved by the
defense, Lawson said.
"[The defensive players]
are confident with whoever·s
on the mound," she said.
Schwartz said the strong
defense makes her job easier.
The youngest of the three,
Strode, ha a 2.15 ERA.
··Strode feed s off of us:·

said Schwartz, who also said
Strode is molding into the system well.
Before coming to Western.
Strode set four records at
Choctawhatchee High School
in N iceville. Fla.
Lathrop.
a
third-year
starter, said she knows it can
be difficult coming into a
Division I program.
"We try to keep her calm."
Lathrop said.
Lathrop has taken on a new
role this season as a hitter.
After just 17 plate appearances last season, she is now a

designated player occasionally when not pitching.
She 1s tied for third on the
team with two home runs. The
right-hander has nearly tied
her at bat total from last season ( 17) in hits this season
( I 3).
.
'"She tends to rise to the
occasion.'' Lawson said, modest!} stating that the reason for
Lathrop's development is s imply that she was given the
chance.
Lathrop gave a ll the credit
to Lawson's coaching a nd
1-.nowlcdge.

and the
Global community
WKU

study Abroad and 111ten1a.tio1u1l studies Forum

Sports brief

Topper and Lady Topper
swim teams ranked in
final poll
After a season that included
a pair of Sun Belt Conference
titles. the men's and women·s
swim teams earned national
recognition.

TI1e Lad) Toppc~ \\,ere ranl..t<l
fourth and the Toppers fifth in th..
collegeswimming.com m1d-maJor
poll.
The women finished the Sl:a
son with a perfect 13-0 mad
while the men were 8-3 in dual
meets.

- Michael Casagra11d,

"She's the most knowledgeable person l 've ever met
when it comes to hilling,"
Lathrop said.
The Lady Toppers picked
up their first Su n Belt
Conference win
in
the
Courtyard by Marriott, a 6-3
victory
over
Middle
Tennessee S tate.
The Lady Toppers have the
weekend off and their next
outing wi ll come Tuesd~y in a
doubleheader at Aus tin Peay.

Reach Mike Duncan
at sports@wkuherald.com.

There's
no

Home
like
Pl ace
Western Place only

Tuesday, April 5, 2005
5:00 pm

DUC 305

student Government Association
745-4354

office:

Due 130

E-mail: sga@wku.edu
www.wku.edu/ sga

$319tmonth!
Where will you be living this fall?
For only $319/month, you could be
living at Western Place. We offer 2
and 4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms, washers/dryers and:

• High-speed Internet
• Clubhouse
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Fun community events
• Sand volleyball court
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent: electricity, water,
Internet and cable with HBO

Reserve your room
and choose your
roommates onflne.
www.WesternPlace.com

.J!l Western Place
720 Patton Way
Bowling Green, KY 42104
270.781.5600
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Don't Forget, Sam Injuries, illness hurt Lady Tops
BY J ,\SON ST,\l\t:'\1

Herald reporter

This is the last day
to get 25% off
Dr. Seuss Books

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
SFRVl~C WESTIRt-· KF.NTl'CKY UNIVIRSITY SINCE

1923

WKU

Although it ma)- have fallen
short of its expectations for the
2004-05 season. Western still
compiled an impressive record
and left plenty of room for hope
next year.
The Lady Topper, fnm,hed
"ith a W-9 record. ,, rappmg up
its season with 87-85 loss to
X,1, ier in the opening round of
the Women's '\IT.
"This is obvious)) not the
way we planned to end our season." Coach Mary Taylor
Cm, Jes said ahcr the game.
"But there's enough great mcmorie, of this season that we'll
walk out of here "ith our heads
up."
Western entered the season
,, ith high expectations after
signing what Cowie, called the
6-foot-3 post player Western
needed to rise to the nation's
elite. With 2004 Miss Kentucky

basketball forward Crystal
Kelly on board. the pieces
seemed to be in place for a serious run deep into the postseason.
The Lady Toppers also
returned junior preseason AllAmerican candidate Tiffany
Porter-Talbert along with senior
guard Leslie Logsdon. Logsdon
entered the season 12th on the
school's all-time scoring list.
After dominating its first
two games. Western took a tumble. dropping six of its next
eight games.
The Lady Toppers pulled out
a monumental home win in
between, however. over then
No. 11 Vanderbilt.
The start of the new year
also meant a fresh start for
Western. The Lady Toppers
made a complete turnaround.
wmning 13 consecutive games.
including a 10-0 start in Sun
Belt Conference play.
"The things that hurt us were
games that were physical."
Cowles said. "We have to be
able to respond. but that was
somewhat hard to do with our
depth and substitutions."
Western's ability to win
while shorthanded provided
confidence. The Lady Toppen,
lost four players either just
before or during the season due
to injury or dismissal.
The first loss came when
sophomore forward Charlotte
Marshall was lost for the season
with an injury on June 28 during a pick-up basketball game.
Marshall dislocated her right
shoulder for the third time and
sat out following surgery.
Another blow to Western's
season came when freshman
forward Cacie Pope was forced
Lo leave the team in late
December due to the recurrence
of a benign tumor. The same
type of tumor forced Pope to
miss the 2003-04 season.
The first concern came after
Pope suffered a seizure in her
dorm room in early December.
Pope still managed to start in
Western's first nine games,

averaging nine points and 7.2
rebounds.
Pope's condition provided
much needed motivation for the
team all season.
"Cacie's a big inspiration for
our team and she's always with
us." Porter-Talbert said. "We
feel like we wanna win for
Cacie if nothing else."
Already scrambling to fill
Pope's vacancy, the Lady
Toppers lost the services of
freshman center Cary Bell following Westem's loss at
Tennessee Tech on Dec. 30.
Bell left the team for personal
reasons.
Sticking with the trend.
freshman forward Raquel
Mattis departed the team on
Feb. 3. citing continuing knee
problems. Mattis was unable to
recover from a knee injury she
suffered before her senior year
of high school.
But the 2004-05 season
wasn't all negative. Off the
court, Western welcomed back
forn,er Lady Topper standout
Clemette Haskins to the program.
Haskins. who helped lead
Western to the Final Four in
1985 and 1986. became the
color commentator for Lady
Topper games on the Hilltopper
Sports Satellite Network.
On the court. Logsdon finished her career at Western second on the scoring list. Scoring
481 points this season, Logsdon
finished with 1.854 points.
"It's still disappointing as a
senior to finish like we did,"
Logsdon said. "But it's still
amazing for us to do the things
WC did."
Following its dominant I 2-2
Sun Belt Conference run. next
'ieason already looks bright for
a team that loses only Logsdon
and fellow senior guard
Camryn Whitaker.
"We've been very blessed to
have ladies that love the game
and want to play." Cowles said.
"I think we all had a fun time
and we did some very successful things."
Reach Jason Stamm
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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Dunt Get Stuck

INDIVIDUAL Leases
• MORE Living Space
MORE Private Space
INDIVIDUAL Storage Space
BLAZING High Speed Internet
FULLY Furnished 3/3 or 4/4 Suites
• INCLUDES Utility ·Package!
• FREE Shuttle to WKU
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TOP OF THE LINE Amenities
Air Hockey
2 Tanning Booths
Foosball Table
2 Billiard Tales
Fitness Facility Sand Volleyball
Movie Theater Basketball Court

...Just to name a few

Private Bathrooms
Private Patios/ Balconies
C>ffice Hours:
MON .:.. FRI: 9 A.M. - 6P.M.
SAT: 1 O.A.M S P.M.
SUN: 12 P.M- - S P.M.
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Men!s basketball

Tops make improvements, look to future
BY WES WATT

Herald reporter

The se&on didn't end with the
Toppers riding into the sunset
wilh a trip to lhe NCAA
Tournament.
Instead, lhe season ended with
an 84-81 loss to Wichita State in
the first round of the National
Invitational Tournament on
March 19.
it was the first post season
tournament appearance for the
Hilltoppers since the 2002-2003
season, and it was the first post
season tournament appearance as
head coach for Darrin Hom.
"I'm very proud of our team as
a whole," Hom said. "Even with
the adversity they faced they
never quit."
Western was able to to hit the
20-win mark for the 35th time in
school's history with a win over
Middle Tennessee State on Feb.
24. Its 22-9 record is bener than
the 15- I3 record Western posted
last season.
"As a coach, it's no different
than a player," Hom said. "I want
to get better every year. Even 20
years from now, I want to still get
bener."
Western was forced to rely
heavily upon the play of several
freshmen and transfer junior center Elgrace Wilborn. Guard
Antonio Haynes was the only
senior receiving significant minutes. so the youth had to produce

for Western to be successful.
Western had more freshmen
on the roster than any other Sun
Belt Conference team. The six
Topper freshmen accounted for
50 percent of the total roster.
Westem's I0-1 record to tart
the season was its best since the
1992-1993 season that ended in
the Sweet Sixteen.
However. the inexperience
began to show in the middle of
the season. The Toppers' 10-1
record slid 10 10-4 after losing
three straight road games, including the first two games in conference play. The los es came after
Western saw halftime leads disappear.
Starting Sun Belt Conference
play 0-2 meant Western was
going to have 10 dig itself out of a
rut if it was going to make a run
in the East Division.
The Toppers did just that.
Western took first place in the
East Division at the beginning of
February after winning three
straight Sun Belt games.
Even after moving into first
place in the East Division. Hom
said the earlier losses probably
did not cost them a trip to the
NCAA Tournament.
"I think that is a lot of what
iq ." Hom said. "I still think we
have to win the conference tournament to make it into the
NCAA."
Guard Courtney Lee had the

greatest impact of the freshmen.
He was second on the team in
scoring with 14.9 points per
game. Lee was also third on the
team in rebounding averaging 5.2
rebounds per contest. He was
named Sun Belt Conference
Freshman of the Year.
Other freshmen who contributed were guards Ty Rogers
and forward Boris Siakam.
Rogers and Siakam combined to
average 9.5 points and 4.6
rebounds per game.
Wilborn
joined
the
Hilltoppers after being dismissed
from Tennessee in June of 2003.
Wilborn provided an inside
presence and wowed many of the
fam with his powerful slams and
thundering blocks.
Wilborn was second in the
conference in blocked shots with
- 2.86 per game. He also led the
conference with a 64.9 shooting
percentage.
"It's exciting that you have

ome guys back next year that
understand what we want to do
and how we do it." Hom said.
But the freshmen and Wilborn
didn't have to do it by themselves.
They got a lot of help from junior
guard Anthony Winchester and
Haynes.
The duo combined for 32.1
points and 10.7 rebound per
game. Winchester provided fans
with the memory of a 35-foot
shot at the buzzer to defeat North
Texas on Feb. 12.
"To make a shot like that in
that type of game is a really big
deal," Winchester said after the
game. "When you're a little kid
growing up and playing ouLside
by yourself, you count down
three, two, one and you take a
long shot."

FALL AND SUMMER
INTERNSHIPS
Deadline Wed. April 6
Applications Available
MMTH Rm #312, 325, 333

Reach Wes Wall
at sports@wkuherald.com.
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s
One Check Pays It All! !!
A ll utilities included and
only minutes to campus. New
carpet, on-site laundry, lots of
closet space and big rooms.
Pre-Lease now for
the SUMMER semester!
Limited availabi lity.
I bdrm. $499. 2 bdrm. $579.
Call now 781-5471.

I bdrm 1415 College St.,
Cherry Hill Place $425/mo.
+ utilities. I year lease.
792-0084

Clean 1-2 bdrm at 1425 State.
Central heat & air. Available
now S395. 2 bdrm. house J 16
E. 12th St. Sunroom. fenced,
yard, basement $525. We have
others Call 781-8307

South Central Kentucky
Barber College. Men, Women
and Children's haircuts $5.
Highlights, perm, waxing,
facials. 332 College Street.
782-3261. Walk-ins Welcome!

Busines:-- Or•portunties
3 Bdrm. I bath house in
Franklin, KY. Appliances
included. Garage and fenced
in patio. $500 morith contact
Trent 270-991-4919

Christian home based business
work from home full/ or part
time. Full support & training.
Fully financial opportunity.
Call for free infonnation 24 hrs
1-800-605-8670

I Block from campus I bdrm.

apt. with private parking lot.
1305 Center Street. Lease &
deposit required. No pets
$300/ mo. 846-2397

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wanted: Someone to sublease
I bdrm. furnished apt. All
utilities included no deposit.
I st month March is F ree
Please call 777-3797 after
9PM. Serious inquiries only.

Apartment Hunting? Lampkin
Place, Hillside, Stonehenge,
Thames Valley, and other
locations close to campus call
Chandler Property
Management for special at
782-8282
1st Floor apartment available
at Western Place May Ist.
Located next to pool.
Ca II 791-6883
Close to WKU l bdrm.
$315/mo. + deposit and some
utilities. 796-7949

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus. 4 hours of
your group's time plus our
free (yes,free) fundraising solutions. Equals $ I 000-$2000 in
earnings for your group call
today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

You'd miss way too much if
you did not apply for a
position at the
College Heights Herald.
All applications due April 6
come by Garrett 122 to pick
up an application today!

LEASING ASSISTANT
The Registry is a brand new student housing community, serving
students in the Bowling Green area!

ROOMMATE
Western Place apt. $300/mo.
Female apt to share, close to
campus gym & pool includes
utilities call Megan
512-635-8961

Work in as hvillc this
summer- make $656 per
week while gaining sales
and business experience in
FasTracks summer internship program. Call Jeff at
615-579-451 3

Summer babysiner needed
full-time Monday- Friday
children ages 5 & 9 call
Lisa Pitts 782-5053
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com

Make money taking on-line
surveys. Earn $IO - $125 for
surveys. Earn $25- $250
for focus groups. visit
www.cash4students.com/wkentu

Responsibilities include the following:
• Provide excellent customer service to residents
• Send information to interested parties
• Maintain leasing files and database
• Conduct tours & assist in training of staff in tours and mar1<eting
• Assist in leasing reports and analyses
• Other misc mar1<eting, leasing & administrative duties
• Complete job description & application available online
1-866-844-9292
$ 7 I h r

20

-

40

h r s

per

week

Details & Online Application at:

w ww .c ampusadv . com / wku

H ELP W ANTED

Mystery Shoppers ceded!
Earn while you shop!
Call now toll free
1-888-255-6040 Ext 13400

BARTE DERS wanted.

experience necessary.

Part-time position in Spring
& Fall. Full-time in summer.
Flexible hours. competitive
wages. Fun Environment.
Biology/ Chemistry/ Pool
experience helpful. Apply in
person Mon.,Tue., or Fri.
9 AM-4PM Aqualaod Pools
1260 Campbell Ln. BG, KY

1-800-965-6520 ext. I 56.

Lifeguards wanted in
North Myrtle Beach.
South Carolina "will train",
No experience. Apply
www.nsbslifeguards.com

City of Bowling Green
B,,..,...,!IZ,.,..,N......
0-D....,.,'1 ~ ~
Appl1ca1,ans ore currently be,ng accepted for the lollow,ng Porks and
Recreollon Aquatics positions for the S,ms Aquatic Center. Haus vary

30-40 hours/week salaries ond

10b requ,rements will vary

Pool Attendants I & II

depending upon position

NOW LEASING 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM UNITS

Interested opp/,conts should obto,n on employment opp/,collon and odd,t,onol
information from the Hvmon Resources Deportment In Cty Ho'/ 100/
College Street or from our webs,te of www ~LC/!9 The City of Bowl,ng
Green ,s on Equal Opportundy Employer and o Drug-Free Workp/oce

Flats and Townhouses from h25 to U10 monthly
Locations at:
• Winners Circle
• Lost Woods
• Riverwood Townhouses
• Covington Station
• Stonehenge
• Bright Street
• Bluelake Way
• Rockingham
• McFaddens Frerry

$300/day potential. No

Training provided.Call

from

Call for our
latest move-in
specials
CASTLE ROCK
PROPERTY MGMT

City of Bowling Green

( 270)991.8808

P.tl!T- !DIE l'OSITIO•

Parks and Recreation

·-----------------------------~
Need C NA from 7- 3
1

1

: Need C NA from 3-11 Need either :
:
RN or LPN shift 3-11/ 11-7
.:

·-----------------------------~
Apply in person or send resume with salary
requirements to contact person:
Melanie Eaton 1800 Westen Street
Bowling Green KY 42104 Fax# 270-796-6733
Melanie.Eaton @ccc1884.org

ISpecialized Community Living Associate l
(Warren County)

Leasing assistants are seasonal, part-time employees who
assist with the entire leasing and assignments process.

H ELP W ANTED

Needing acreative, energetic and outgoing individual to help
enhance the life of a person with adevelopmental disability.
Responsibilities include providing one-on-one support to facilitate
learning new skills, accessing the community, developing
relationships and pursuing dreams. Qualified applicants must be
18+years old and have High School Diploma/GED and current dri·
ver's license ad insurance. Offers a comprehensive training program and competitive wages. Part-time position with primarily day·
time hours. Apply in person at Lifeskills, 922 State Street,
Downtown Bowling Green or at our website or at
http://www.lifeskills.com

J.TBLEUC STil'J ASSIST.Arr: lilaintains a variety
o.t: par,;. iacilitiea, including grounds~eeping,
cleaning restrooms and dugouts, pic,;.ing up
trash , and cleaning storage rooms and
oHices; 25+hrs/ul.• , primaril., !1Venings and
ee~endb; Age 18+; $5 . 80/b.r .
plus :iici- and vacation leave,
Appli cation Deadli.Jlea Apr il 1 , 2005
1
;,

r.,,.,resic.:f a.,p _v ·;
.,p..>ymerl cp,:,lcol
or:J .;ddt noi
/0 bro a
/'om the Human Rcs,;wccs Deportmcn n Cly Hall 10)1
College 51:ee! ,-, from 0<,r v.cbs,1<, c· w . v ~ ~ he (. ly ,:,: &.,, ng
G,een , c fqvo• O,:oortuniJ, t:,r,p/o,er and a Dr JP T'ree Wc-,kp/oc.,.

,r,(.:,rmot ,

0

Sign a lease and pick a key at
The Gables, there a Treasure be!
Sign a 2005 lease by
March Jl, 2005 and have
a chance to win $1000,
$500, or $250 CASH
Each lcasee will rece ive a
key which may open the
Gables Treasure Chest.

•
•
•
•

Next to \\'KU Campus
Swimmin~ Pool llot Tub
Computer Lab
Fitness Center
• Individual Leases
• Alarm Systems

11iiii11 G A B L
The earlier you sign up,
the more keys chances 1909 Creason Street
you have to win the (off University Blvd.)
Gables Bounty.
270-846-1000

ES

Contact

Notable
• Sophomore a1td1er Jordan Newton hit his
tenm-leading seventh home run of the season,
last night against KenhKky Stnte. 171e game
UX1S a,f/ed after the top of the seventh inning
d1!e to the lopsided 21-3 score.

SPORTS

Sports Editor Michael Casagrande:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo Editor Dinara Sagatova:
photo@wkuherald.corn
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Men's basketball

Column

NCAAs save
sports from
steroid talk

Higgins to leave Western
B v W ES WATT
Herald reporter
It's happened five times since Coach Darrin
Horn took over in 2003 and now it has happened again.
Sophomore center Josh Higgins was
released from his scholarship yesterday and
will transfer schools before next fall. Higgins
will remain enrolled at Western until the end
o f the semester.
He is the sixth Topper to transfer in Horn's
two years at Western.
"I am going to try to find a place to get

some more playing time,"
Higgins said. "Playing time
was the only factor. I feel
like if I can get to another
school and work hard on
improving my game. I can
get some more playing
time."
Higgins said that was his
only statement and didn't
say when the decision was Josh Higgins
made.
The 7-foot, 275 pound center averaged 2.6
points and 1.7 rebounds in the 27 games he

played this season. He averaged only 6.6 minutes per game this season after playing 8.5
minutes his freshman season.
Horn said he had no comment on Higgins
leaving the team in a phone call made Tuesday
afternoon. However, he did release a statement in a press release Wednesday.
"We appreciate Josh's efforts and contribution to the program the last two years," Hom
said in the statement. "We wish him great success in his future endeavors."
Reach Wes Watt
spor1s@wkuherald.co111.

al

P LAYGROUND NOTES
Michael Casagrande
With all the negativity surrounding the
sports universe recently, something had to
give.
A collective groan could be heard from the
sporting gods as ESPN carried the same live
event as - gulp - C-SPAN.
But just as Mark MaGwire was tarnishing
baseball along with his legacy on Capitol Hill,
college basketball.granted a sporting reprieve.
The most thrilling, drama-filled, pulsebursting NCAA Tournament tipped off on the
same day as the steroid witch-hunt was called
to order.
.
The story lines read more like Hollywood
screen plays than sports page space fillers.
Workplace productivity was at an all-time low
as mid-majors made the big boys sweat.
Vermont warmed hearts and devastated
brackets as they side-swiped Syracuse. No. 12
seeded UW-Milwaukee not only survived
Alabama, it also tripped up Boston College on
its way to the regional semis.
A few No. I seeds had trouble justifying
their placement with less-than impressive wins
over charity-case No. 16 seeds.
Louisiana-Lafayette did the Sun Belt
proud as they gave Final Four-bound
Louisville its biggest scare until some guy
named Pittsnogle forgot how to miss a jump
shot.
The Cards' long-awaited trip to the doorstep
of history looked to be in jeopardy when the
scrappy Cajuns refused to go away.
Topper-turncoat Patrick Sparks also had
a chance to make history in the Austin
Regional FinaJ on Sunday. His Wildcats took
one on the chin in double-overtime, depriving
the Commonwealth the illusion of a CardsCats title game.
But Tubby's overtime follies may have prevente{I catastrophe. I doubt the New Madrid
fault-line could have held under the mass-basketball pilgrimage from all corners of
Kentucky to the streets of St. Louis.
The impending riots would have made
European soccer hooligans look like Girl
Scouts.
At least the state of Kentucky made more
than a cameo in the post-season. The state of
Indiana continued to lose ground to its neighbor to the south as it failed to qualify a single
team for the NCAA Tournament.
Notre Dame and the once-proud Hoosiers
made one-game appearances in the NIT before
starting summer drills early with first round
defeats.
The Big Ten proved itself to be more than
Illinois' warm-up squads as three teams
emerged from the cornfields and silos of the
Midwest to make the "Elite 8."
Two of. Lhe four teams remaining are Big
Ten members. Both won regional finals in
overtime games, showing the Big Ten's toughness.
Just ask Tubby.
But don't tell Congress.
l don't know if we can handle more athletes
on C-SPAN.
Michael Casagra11de is the Herald sports
editor a11d colum11ist. Reach him
at sports@wkuherald.com.

Mela11ie Bla11ding/Herald
Sophomore first baseman Casey Hamilton (22) cannot catch the ball in time as Kentucky State's Jeffrey Peterson reaches

first base safely in the top of the third inning. The Topp~rs won the game, 21-3.

Tops punish out-manned 'Breds, 21-3
BY JAK E MITCHELL

Herald reporter
It was hardly a contest when the Toppers hosted Kentucky State last night.
Western took advantage of multiple miscues
to dismantle the Thorobreds 21-3 at Denes Field.
The game was called in the seventh inning
because of the rout.
· "We were just plain nervous." Kentucky State
coach Elwood Johnson said. "But playing a team
that's the caliber of Western. it's hard not to be
nervous."
Topper hitters drew five walks and stole five
bases in the first inning, jumping out to an early
7-1 lead.
It would only get worse for the Thorobreds
(4-7), who gave up nine unearned runs on four
errors in the contest.
Thorobred starting pitcher David Armstrong
walked eight batters and hit two more in just
one and one-third innings. Western (9-14. 1-2
Sun Belt Conference) scored 21 runs on only
12 hits.
Sophomore catcher Jordan Newton hit a tworun home run in the third inning, his seventh of
the season. Senior outfielder Antone Towns led
Topper hitters with three RBIs.
Kentucky State, a Division II program, was
outmatched from the start.
"When we saw them in pre-game warmups
we knew what to expect," Towns said. "We could
tell they didn't have the strongest arms.
Throughout the game, we just Lried to stay

with Sun Belt Conference foe Arkansas-Little
focused."
There isn't a mercy rule in college baseball, Rock.
but both coaches decided to end the game after
Western will look for better results after
the top of the seventh inning.
opening conference play losing two of three
"It was something we agreed on before the games last weekend at New Orleans.
game started," Coach Joel Murrie said. "There's
"Hopefully this win is a good conference
no sense in kicking someone while they're booster," Towns said. "We need this to caJTy
down."
over. "
Stranded baserunners, which has been a problem for Western all season, was again a negative Reach Jake Mitchell
against Kentucky State. The Toppers left nine on at sports@wkuherald.co111.
base in the shortened game.
Murrie was mostly satisfied
by his pitchers' performances.
Freshman pitcher Kyle
Smith got his first start of the
season. He pitched three
innings and allowed only one
run to earn the win.
Junior Miles Ormon and
freshman Steven Muck combined for three innings of relief,
giving up just three hits. Orrnon
struck out the side in the seventh inning to end the game.
"The purpose of this game
was to get ready for this weekend," Murrie said. "It was good
to get a game in under the lights.
Chet White/Herald
Every possible positive achieveJunior outfielder Corteze Armstrong is hit by a pitch in last
ment happened tonight."
night's game against Kentucky State. Poor pitching by KSU
Starting Friday, the Toppers
will open a three-game series prompted the Hilltoppers to take a 15-1 lead on only five
hits by the second inning.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Call The Designated Drive,
270.202.0183
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.
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Diversions Editor Amber North:
features@1vkuhera/d.com
Assistant Photo Editor Hunter Wilson:
photo@wkuherald.co1n

diversions

• Matt Long will appear in the
upcoming movie Ghost Rider with
Nicholas Cage and Eva Mendez.
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Matt Long wanted to have a career in acting. ·tte just had no idea it would happen so
fast. Now his focus isn't on getting started, but on pushing closer to the top.

Story by Ashley Maines

Matt Long
ead role on a national televisio n show? Got it.
Featured in People magazine's 50 Sexiest Men issue? Old news.
Play reading with Tom Hanks? Not a problem.
Winchester native Matt Long's to-do list is a bit shorter and quite different than the average 24-year-old since he began portraying the character of
Jack McAllister on the WB series "Jack and Bobby."

- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - -- - -

The 2002 Western graduate's
big break came in September
2004, only a month and a half
after he moved lo New York to
pursue his lifelong dream of acting.
Long showcased his talent at
the
Williamstown
Theatre
Festival in Massachusetts. and it
was there that he was noticed by
his curre nt ma·nager and was
signed on the spot.
After auditioning for "Jack
and Bobby," Long said he fell
terrible about his performance.
Regardless. his phone rang two
days later with good news on the
other end.
"It was nuts," he said. "After
only three days, I got a job on
national TV."
··Jack and Bobby" is 5et in the

fictional tow n of Hart, MO .. and
details the relationship between
two brothers and the people
around them who shape their
lives, particularly their eccentric
single mother.
One of the
McAllister sons grows up co be a
great American president, so
viewers get to see interviews set
in the year 2040 from the First
Lady and White House staffers.
Prior to the days of national
television, Lo ng was busy acting
on stage. doing musicals and
children's theatre in high
school before moving u p to
Shakespeare
a nd
Greek
tragedies during his days at
Western.
Long said college provided
him with the opportunity to
really grow as an actor.

"Undergrads got tons of
opportunities to do lights,
sound and stage production,"
he said. " It was crucial for me.
because I got to see what I liked
and didn ' t. It was the chance to
hone skills and learn from my
mistakes."
David Young, assistant professor of theatre and dance,
helped and watched Long transform from a solid actor into an
exceptional actor during his four
years al Western.
"Matt worked hard to learn
how co take a moment and-dig
down to find out what's really
goin-g on with a character,"
Young said. "He pushed himself
to grow, and he did."
Young also said that he
believes Long ·s talent and per-

••n was nuts. After only three days,

sonality will no doubt lead him to lover and big family guy. Long
said when he's not filming "Jack
great opportunities in the future.
"(Long's) performances are and Bobby," he likes to drive an
clean, simple, honest, direct and hour from his Los Angeles apartpowerful." Young said. '·He's ment to go hiking m the mounsmart. has a good work ethic a nd tains or talk to his family via cell
is a level-headed, nice guy. He phone.
deserves success."
Theater professor James
In the meantime, Long's suc- Brown is a friend and mentor to
cess will likely come from a Long and can account for his
ghostly source.
character.
Long will begin filming
"In a short time, Malt became
"Ghost Rider'' in Australia at the very famous," Brown said. "He
end of May, which also scars docsn 't exhibit that in his personNicholas Cage and Eva Mendes. ality.''
Long said there is no reason to
In the movie, Long will portray a
17-year-old version of Cage's be pom1x,us or to let fame go to
his head. because he doesn't
character.
The long run is a little foggy, know what tomorrow may hold
but Long said he has big dreams. for him.
He said he ·s just thankful for
" I hope to be doing fil ms,
being able to support myself as what he has.
'Tm blessed beyond belief."
an actor," Long said. " I eventually want to go back to theatre. 1 Long said. "The lmle things that
want 10 go backpacking and trav- go wrong day to day are molehills compared to what many
eling and get married.•·
For now, Long said he is satis- people go through. It's all phefied taking full advantage of what nomenal. I c herish each tlay."
life has delivered him and will
continue to be himself.
Reuch As/,le_) Maines at
And that person is a nature- fea111res @wk11l,erafd.co111.

gut a jab on national TV.·"

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••
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Other notable Western alumni actors

Michael Rosenbaum

Leo Burmester

Charles Napier

After graduating from Western in
I995, it didn 't take Rosenbaum long
to get work on television. He is currently playing Lex Luther on the
WB 's "Smallville." He has also
appeared in the show "Zoe, Duncan,
Jack & Jane" and in the movies
"Midnight in the Garden Of Good
and Evil" and "Urban Legend."

T he 1970 grad has had a solid
career appearing primarily on the
big screen. He has appeared in
"The Abyss," "B ig Buisness,"
"Switch back," "T he Devils
Advocate" and others. He has
also been seen o n "Law & Order,"
"Baywatch," "Chicago Hope"
and "Walker, Texas Ranger."

The 196 1 grad has been in
"The
Blues
Brothers,"
" R ambo: First Blood Part II,"
"Silence of the Lambs,"
"Phi ladelphia,"
" A ustin
Powers'' and "The Nutty
P rofessor."
He
has
a lso
appeared in various television
s hows such as "Dallas" and
''L.A. L aw."
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How I spent my spring break doing absolutely nothing
J UST SAYIN'
Amber North
I'm gonna pull a Seinfeld
here and make this the column
about nothing. Full of ramblings. Full of futility. Bubble.
Pop. Electric.
For example, spring break
was definitely needed. For the
previous nine or so weeks. I've
been running around like a jack
rabbit. So my celebration was
going back home and doing
absolutely nothing. I was a total
bum.

Speaking of being a bum,
why did I do nothing but watch
March Madness and stay up
umil 4 a.m. watching seasons
three and four of "Sex and the
City?"
My friend lent me season
three, and I got so freaking
hooked that I bought the next
season. I saw a couple of
episodes from each sea.,on a
long time ago. and almost all of
season six. but I never watched
the previous ones in full. I literally watched IO episodes in 48
hours. Craziness. I am so Carrie
Bradshaw.
While we·re on the glorious
subject of sex, I saw the greatest
documentary in the history of
life over break: " Inside Deep
Throat." Just by the title you
can see that the movie wa\
genius. It's a look inside l972's
porno flick, ·'Deep Throat,"

which grossed $600 million,
more than any independent
film.
It was monumental. Jackie
Kennedy Onassis even saw the

film.
The documentary wasn't ju t
about the infamous scene from
which the movie got its title, but
it also discusses how a woman's
sexuality was and still is taboo
and how this movie starring
Linda Lovelace set the mark to
focus on the importance of
female orgasms. It was just a
97-minute jo) ride of brilliance
and awakenings. De n nis
Hopper narrated.
Wow. That name hasn't been
relevant since 1969.
Speaking of fading to obscurity, whatever happened to Rick
Moranis? l"ve always enjoyed
that squirrelly guy. He brought
joy to me as a kid with hits like

'The Lillie Shop of Horrors"
and '·Honey I Shru11k the Kids."
Now his wallet has shrunken.
While we're on the topic of
shrunken wallets, that new
Nation Wide commercial with
M.C. Hammer is not only
depressing. but pathetic. That's
just wrong.
It was all right seeing the
most genius commercial ever
when I was sitting through trailers for "Guess Who." It was the
new Spike Jonzc-directed
Adidas commercial where the
guy wakes up and walks
through elements of life. In the
background, a dreamy-sounding Karen O of the Yeah Yeah
Yeahs was singing a little ditty
titled, "Whenever I Wake Up." I
have that commercial bookmarked and watch it at leal>t five
times a day.
And yeah. yeah. yeah -

saw "Guess Who." There are remember the date. I'm a nerd,
times as a movie snob where you OK?
just give up waiting for great
N*E*R*D broke up. That's
mo,ies to come out and suffice crazy. man. I knew that '"no one
to see a cheap thrill like that.
ever really dies" motto was too
And I'm not gonna lie. I good to be true.
laughed hysterically at the
What's sad, but true. is that
movie. And it was actually Johnny Cochran. who was diagdecent. And Ashton Kutcher nosed with a brain tumor, died
was actually not terrible. I Tuesday. Rest in peace, bro.
learned that I can't quit my job
Lil' Kim - you're on your
every time people rol I their eyes own. babycakes.
at me. I'd never make any
money.
The writer needs to refill her
Tuesday was a good day for creati1·e juices and will not be
Best Buy getting my money. I prese/11 for her "Art of
purchased one of my favorite Jokemaking" seminar to1110rmovies of 2004. "Closer." as row. Instead, she will show a
well as Beck"s new album, ''Charles
in
Charge"
''Guero·• (which is great, by the marathon. Enjoy.
way - never mind Pitchfork's
6.6 rating). I haven't been this Amber North is the Herald feaanxious about an album since tures editor and humor co/11111The White Stripes released nist. She can be reached at
'"Elephant" April I. 2003. Yes, I fea111res@wk11herald.co111.
Check Us Out!!

REVOLUTION
MAYHEM

www.homecityice.com

Great Job Opportunities!!

Presented by Revolution 91.7

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time During the Summer and Breaks!

GET OFF YOUR BUTf!
IT'S A FREE SHOW! -

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!
We offer 10-40 + hours/week
Route Delivery and Packaging Positions
$6.50 - $12.00+/Hour

270-843-8901

Just Minutes from Campus!!
Located at:
438 State ST B.G . KY
We also have Facilities in Surrounding Areas

Donations accepted for
. ,varren County
--~o-Kill .. Animal Shelter

APRILS
4:oop.m. to Midn"
DUC South Lawn b Gu
Tower

No Experience Necessary.Train in one facility during school, and work in another
during break. We offer schedule flexibility. Start training NOW!

e

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P. Bring a friend!!

www.homecityice.com
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Don't Miss Nat's Famous

0

THURS.
MARCH

31---

FRI.
APRIL

\

1

---,:_

SAT 0

APRIL

2

l'
f

SUN.

APRIL

3

-

Hubba Hubba!

10( HOT DOGS

EVERYTHING
IN THE STD.RE IS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10 AM - 3 PM
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

■
Some manufacturers have price guidelines. Nat's will abide by those guidelines.

ALL BICYCLE'S s20-s750 OFF!
Trek

Share tire Fun o( Riding Mt. Trai'_l zo 1,.. Single Speed
.h
d
r e?al Trailer
Wit Your Kl s.I
20 w heel. l°<>lllfMr•• :t i ,17<1_q9 " .. .,
Trek

Trek

Moby Gel- Gloves
Compare al $34.99 "1,,.,..,,

Anthem Helmet

l~
~

Trek
Interchange Rack Trunk Deluxe

-cl(~

fliU!J)f! !lJ[f)fJ!lU ► f 41Ji' l!/JJW/iJI
No

INTEREST -

No

PAYMENTS - 'TIL

Trek
Pro Pack 50 Seat Pack

Trek
Club Gloves $7.99

Bontrager
CRz+ Saddles

C,•mpar,•

Cnnipal't' nt " 49.99
Bo11rrager

~I .J.99

--»""'....._,_

,()
ftiW.IZIJI

Trek

Criterium
Shorts
Men's Black
Compare a l $49.99 1,1,...,,,,

Bags & Patks ON SALE

Trek
Int erval helmet
(.'ornpn ~ al ,s9.99

Wrencl, Force

Hydration
<'<>lllflllll' al ,;;99,95

C'nmpa,·c ut S3 4.99

$1999

Oual HuDd Ji,

Trek
Incite 8i

Pack

Cu111p~1rc al $24.99

Li? h l\\~1ghl s\u1J,
.1lumrnum l<in,1n1c11011

SGIANT.

Came/back
H.A.W.G.

Air Slim Floor Pump

$5995

r,,.,,,,, ,t

'i,d110,ln \ult~

Bontrager
Gel Cork Tape
Cornpan• al $ 17.99

2006

Trek

with

Compar-.• al S379.99

~ I 3.99

See Store Associate For Details

Gack Rack

Bontrager
Race Wheels

Tires & Tubes
·' Com fOrt Saddl('\ ON SALE I'r• 11,' Rlnlll<l
"r"d.,,., -1,uJ• ' 1
A~sorteu
~ ,<l. li1•! 1 <f,_ <»ltllorrat~••

Trel,
Assorted

Bf

(NowS279.
1

Computer
<."ompar,• al S.J9.99

World Cycling P11bficatlo11s
2004 Tour de France DVD
12-hnur. {'<lmp,11·~· OI $99.99 r,/.,,,mJ

Trek

. 6' Cable

Wrench Force

Ouick Shot CO2 Bontra9er
Compan· al $ IS.00

I, Force

Price of 2

Pump

Trek

.

g~~~a~e \~~ l~~~9~i-~~~~~-~~---·· · $ 7

99

Trek

$1 Q99
Compare at S l 4.99 .................... .

Disco Tech 3 LEO Tail Light-Red

Trek

~~':,,";~~~~ t~~-~~~ .............. $499
Bontrager
5

~~~~:re at $ 19 .99 .....................

3 Tube s for the

Trek

With
Resettable
Combination

Lo~k

Shimano

~o~~~~r:~~ ~~t{~~t~~..~-~~-~~~-~... $12gg· ~i~~:~d=~\59.99 ..................... s44 99
Trek

Bontrager
1
1
99
~~~c~~b~= !rff~e_i~. ~. :.~~~~~-~~~~~~~. $12 ~~~~e:r! ~ft~ fl~~~-~.~-~~~-~~ ..... .
Bontrager
Innovations
ATB
Clips & Straps
COi 2-Pack - 16g Threaded
s52s Compare
at S9.99 ...................... .
Compare at $6.99 .. ................... .

$999

$999

Yakima
Rack Syatems ......... ................. .

In Hartland on Scottsville Road
1121 Wilkinson Trace

--Outdoor~ports-

(270) 842-6211
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Breaking the silence: documentary promotes awareness
BY SCOTT HAMILTON

Hemld reporter
tudents walked away
from Van Meter Hall
Tuesday
with
a
greater understanding
of the s uffering as~oc iated
with sexual abuse and an
inspirational message.
Filmmaker and
former
model Angela Shelton presented her documentary on sexual
abuse that discussed the importance of "breaking the '> ilcncc"
and wrapped up Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.
In "Searching for Angela
Shelton," the filmmaker travels
in a rented recreational vehicle
in search of women with whom
she can identify.
The sampling method she
used was to meet with only
women named Angela Shelton.
figuring that a significant percentage of them would have a
sexually abusive past similar 10
her own.
She was right: 24 out of the
40 Angela Sheltons had been
molested or raped.
Shelton ed ited the movie
against the advisement of professional movie-makers, capturing the joys of helping 1he
women as well as the painful
moments of coming to grips
with her own pasl.
··1 ended up deciding to edit
1hc movie myself because it
needed 10 be done," Shelton
said. ··Jt was my life. I was
piecing myself together."
Shelton was faced with her
own self-mutilation issues
while making 1he film. By
overcoming those obstacles,
she was able to strengthen
other survivors.
She didn't mutilate herself
111 the typical way of cutting:
she literally beat herself up.
The desperate rationale was
that if her father wanted 10
abuse her. she could just do ii
for him.
With the film under production, she made an agreement
with herself to stop.
" I was faced with all the

D(ll•id Degner/Herald
In t he emotional question and answer session that followed the screening of her movie, Angela Shelton demonstrates how she releases the anger that
grows from listening to barrages of stories from survivors of rape, incest or abuse every time she shares her own story.
things I'd done to myself
because of what happened,"
Shelton said.
Following the viewing.
while many audience members
wiped away tears. Shelton took
the stage to ialk about her road
to mental recovery.
D<?tails of her childhood
were told in a trembling but
resilient voice while her success
stories about setting people\
lives in the right direction conveyed senses of humor and spirllual .,atisfaction. She compared

spe~king about her life on stage
to sitting on the middle of a seesaw.
Shelton also tt1l1'ed about the
Babylonian myth of lnanna. the
queen of heaven and earth who
was lured into the underworld
where her insides were torn out.
The god o f wisdom and water
sent human beings to repair her
corpse.
"Whenever I thin1' about
going to the belly of hell, lils.e
the underworld, I thinls. of all
the Angela Shcltons out there

-

the survivors... said Shelton.
To demonstrate the release
of inner rage. she brought a
chair up on a stage and beat it
with a baseball bat.
"It\ really empowering to be
a female and express rage
because we do n' t do it." she
said.
The documentary stirred
natio nal interest when she
appeared on the •·Oprah
Winfrey Show.. and "48
Hours." She said it was then
that the e-mails from survivors

started to come by the thousands.
"It was like an avalanche.''
she said. " I got hit w11h an
avalanche of information and
horror."
Madison, illc
senior
Maggie Bell had an aboveaverage understanding of sexual abuse before attending.
"I came became. while I'm
not a sun ivor. my best friend
is." Bell said. ..1t·s \'Cry difficult."
The emotional intensity of

the event left Columbia freshman Joe Warren a bit surprised.
" I expected it 10 be a feminism movement or advocation.
but it wasn ·1 about feminism at
all," Warren said. "A lot of the
things that were revealed in
there were unexpected and
shocking, actually."
Angela Shelton promised 10
do a comedy next year.

Reacl, Seo/I Hami/1011 at
je(lfure.1@:wk11herald.co111.

We don't need celebrities to show us how to protect the Earth

Whitney Saffel
I will be bold and say I do not
like Cameron Diaz.
I know this is terribly upsetting. especially when the consem,us amongst the 18 to 24ycar-old male crowd is that she
is a unbelievable dream come
true. She ·s blonde, bubbly. loves
to sha1'e her bottom for no

apparent reason. has graced the
co\'cr of Mmum. and she is willing to belch on the "Tonight
Show with Jay Leno·· whi le
wearing a low cut top. And after
the series premiere of her new
show on MTV. "Trippin · :· I am
able to remember what it is I do
not like about her.
New York Times \\ riter Ned
Martel wrote an interesting piece
entitled "Eco-Lcs,ons Taught in
a Surfer-Girl Patois'' about Diaz
and her new show.
.
It made me wonder why thi!.
"pec1fic brand of .. patois" i-,
needed t~ inform you ng people
that the env ironmcnt is need of
some help.
We arc all young. intelligent
(well. some of us) people that
do not need the toothy grin of

Cameron Diaz. or any other
cclcbrit). to inform us on how
to con,crvc energy and make
the environment cco-fricndly.
We should already know that
the United States is the world
leader in manmade greenhouse
gases, namely carbon dioxide. The
rise of sea levels. human health
concerns and the rise of global surface temperature arc all factors we
should be aware of if the cuITCnt
rates of carbon dioxide amounts
are omitted, according Io th c
Environmental Protection
Agency.
An average vehicle with a
fuel economy of 27 miles per
gallon will omit 54 tons of carbon dioxide in its lifetime. That
number is doubled when considering the root of all evil -

SUYs.
Dia, admits she is not a
politician in the article and it\
obvious she is not a stuffy middle-aged bureaucrat. in the sense
that is how most young people
view politicians.
But in a way. that <,tatement
and her show are very political.
and perhaps that is what is so frustrating about '1"rippin · :· because
it's a show that is about the environment - a very political subject - yet it ha~ to be disguised
with cham1ing (or not) antics of
Natalie from "Charlie's Angeb''
a5 the host in order for the audience to care about con)Crvation,
recycling and global wanning.
It\ important for young people to knO\\ that it's OK to care
about the environment. You

don ·1 haYC to hug a tree or smell
like patchouli to be concerned
with ha, ing clean air. bccause if
we arc the future. it would be
nice 10 breathe in that future
without an oxygen mask or some
other fom1 of assisted respirator.
Contributing to clean air is
simple if you educate yourself
about climate change. If you have
some free time in bctwt.-en classes
chccls. out hllp:// \\ W\\.deanaircoolplanet.org.
You can also bu} recycled
products and recycle products
we consume on a daily b,t,b
such as papc'r. beer cans. plastic
and glass bottles and pi11a
boxes. Turning off a light in a
room you 're not in is prcuy helpful and logical as ,,ell. These
steps arc easy and require \'Cry

liulc of your time and energy
and will hopefully not result in a
"The Day After Tomorrow" scenario.
And if you care that much.
\'Oluntccr for a local organita
tion that promotes a better environment or start your own organi1.a1ion. Don't let Cameron Diaz
tell you something you should
already know. because it's going
10 take more than an Angel to
help change the world.

Wl,imey Saffel is a bmadrn.11
cufrertfai11g junior from
Loui.wille.
Tl,e opi11io11.1 expressed in tl,i.\
co111111e11wrr do 1101 11ece.\.mri/_\'
represem those of1/,e / Jerald or
this U11i1'ersity.

I'm a student and a Plasma Donor
Name: Jamie Hammonds
Class: Junior, WKU
Major: Elementary Education
Why donate Plasma?
I donate plasma because not only does it
benefit other people but I get paid for it too!

Earn up to $170/mo. donating plasma in a friendly place.

Bowling Green Biologicals LLC (270) 793-0425
410 Old Morgantown Road - Bowling Green, KY 42101
DC IPLASMA.com

March 31, 2005
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. A little Financial Aid from

the family-owned supermarket
you're guaranteed to love.

Every Monday, bring your WKU student or faculty I.D. to your
E.W. James & Sons Supermarket and learn why people throughout
the Southeast have enjoyed shopping with us for more than 70 years.
You'll save big and see some familiar faces-including the pharmacist
you already know and trust. So stop by and shop with us every
Monday and find out how nice it is to shop with family.

Now open in this former Winn-Dixie Location:

1640 Scottsville Road, Bowling Green, KY. 42101
270. 782.5003
Beer and Tobacco are excluded in the 5% off. See store for details.
It
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Western bioscientist Nine Staff Council positions up for election
files for patent
Applications being
Herpes Simplex Virus
treatment discovered
BY LAU R A CLA R K

Herald reporter
Bioscienllst Nilesh Sharma
had no idea his successful
research on the pollution of soil
and water from phosphorus in
chicken waste would lead to a
medical breakthrough.
The research found a potential treatment for the Herpes
Simplex Virus or HSY.
The univer<;ity agreed to collaborate with the project and
filed a pro"isional patent in
January with the United States
Patent Office.
The filing comes two years
after Sharma began isolating
plant product and testing it on
the human pathogen HSY.
During the 2003 Christmas
break. Sharma went to visit a
friend at the University of
II Iinois-Ch icago.
He brought the plant product
with him and the two scientists
ran tests at UIC's soph1s1icate<l
facility at night.
"Initial results were very
positive during the first week of
tel.ting. so we started taking it
very seriously." Sharma said.
They found that the plant
product immobilized the virus.
"It stops entry into cells and
once they arc there, they arc
inert." he said. "They cannot
spread."
Sharma would not di<.closc the
exact plant they arc working with.
Upon returning to Western,
Sharma told fellow bioscicntisl
Shivendra Sahi. who took interest in the project.
Saht and Sharn,a decided to
share the responsibilities with
UIC by extracting the plant product at Western and then sending

"Blue Collar Comedy Tour"
comedian Ron White will be
making a pit stop at 7 .30
tonight in Diddle Arena.
White has been part of the
"Blue Collar Comedy Tour" for
three years alongside fellow
comedians Jeff Foxworthy, Bill
Eng val I and Larry the Cable
Guy. LmTy the Cable Gu} performed at Western last semester.

the samples 10 UIC for testing.
Sharma said Sahi. who is
currently on sabbatical in India,
has been instrumental in getting some funds for the project.
as well as hiring a specialist,
Mohd Israr.
Israr had been working on an
ami-malarial drug before Sahi
called him to sec if he was
interested. Now lsrar spends up
to IO hours a day in the developmental biology lab.
"My future here in the U.S.
is totally based on this project,"
hrar said.
Sharma said they arc hopeful
that there are closely-related
strains of viruses. including
HIV. that they can test.
But the current focus is on
finding a product that has less
side effects and is more effective than the ointments currently available for treating HSY.
Sharma said more intensive
research is needed. but that
takes money.
"Funding is a big problem,
but to get funding we need a
patent." he said.
Biology department head
Richard Bowker has been
encouraging them along the way.
"l hope this signals just the
beginning in a major area of
expertise in the biology department," he said.
Bowker also said projects like
this arc an opportunity for graduate and undergraduate student<;
to experience hand!>-on training
using modem techniques.
Sharma, Sahi, Israr and their
colleagues at UlC have until
January 2006 to present the evidence that will secure their
patent and provide new possibilities for their research and
testing.

Reach Laura Clllrk
at 11e11•s@'ll'kttherald.com.

White hit it big w ith his onehour special. "They Call Me
Tater Salad," last summer. It was
Comedy Central's highest-rated
Sunday. attracting more thab 3.3
million viewers, according to
Whi!e 's Web site. www.tatersalad.com.
Tickets are $34.75 and can
be purchased through the
Western ticket office at 7455222 or l-800-5BIGRED.

taken until April 6

B Y B ET H WILB ERDt N G

Herald reporter
Staff members intere ted in
having an active decision-making role o n campus have the ir
chance to apply for the Staff
Council this week.
There are nine seats up for
e lection, Staff Council Cha ir
Elizabeth Paris said. Fifteen
people make up the Sta ff
Council.
T he deadline to no minate
staff me mbers is April 6 .
Electio ns w ill be he ld o n
TopNet on April 20 and w inne rs
w ill be announced as soon as
the votes are tabulated.
Paris has spent fi ve years in

the organization.
"'rn order to have a voice
w ith the ad ministration. the
Staff Counc il looks at policies
that affect staff and any proble ms that a majority of staff
have," Paris said .
Staff Council me mbers also
have spots avajlablc to them on
most uni versity committees,
she said.
For the first time, staff members can nominate themselves
for a position or nominate people outside their employme nt
categories, Huma n Resources
Manager Patty Booth said .
Nomination forms were sent
in an e-mail to staff last week,
she said.
There arc openings for representatives from professional nonfaculty. part-time, secretarial/support personnel. technical/skill

services and at-large, Booth said.
To be eligible to run. a staff member must have been e mployed by
the university for two years and
be in their employment category
for one year.
Booth said that as of
Tuesday, six people had been
no minated, but she didn't want
to release the names until after
the deadline passes.
The c hair, secretary/treasurer
and webmaste r arc e lected every
year at the Staff Council daylong retreat in June. Paris said.
Jeff Jones. a programmer/consultant in microcomputing, has
spent three years on Staff
Council.
· "I wanted to get involved in
issues going on on campus
affec1jng staff." Jones said. "Yo u
get the chance to draw up policy
and make a recommendation."

Jones said S taff Council
allows staff member!> who may
be too intimidated to go directly
to the admin istration to have a
voice. He said Presidem Gary
Ransdell was receptive to Staff
Council ideas and took their
recomme ndations
serious ly,
even if they weren't a lways
implemented .
"He
seems
committed
towards working w ith the Staff
Council." he said.
Paris said being o n Staff
Council is time-consuming but
rewarding.
Some po lic ies the Siaff
Council have recommended
include the designated smoking
areas at campus buildings and
the Staff Leadership Program.

Reach Beth Wilberdi11g
at 11ews@wkuherald.co111.

• Full Time or Pari
Time Available
• Must be at least
20 vears of age
• Pav tor Spring
Break vacation

APPLY ANYTIME
(270) 843-2335
I

